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Desolation Dogs
by Mark Rogers
Well, it’s also that there is no . . . you’re not going anywhere. There isn’t anywhere to
go. You’re always here. When you live outside of your home country you realize there
isn’t anywhere to go. It’s all the same. And it’s like that with success: there isn’t
anything to achieve, because it’s all the same. It’s degrees of the same thing. You
might have more money, less money, but there isn’t anywhere to go. You’re always
here, you are always you, and that’s all you have. All you have is you. That’s it. There
isn’t anywhere to go. —Van Morrison
The terrain surrounding our house in Mexico is hill upon hill—mostly brown
with rough scrub. In the spring, the hills become yellow with mustard flowers. In the
winter, the tumbleweeds lose their hold on the ground and begin rolling on the wind.
Houses are few. For each dozen lots of land, there might be one home. Most of
the houses are in a state of construction and the yards have stacks of cinder blocks
and piles of sand and gravel to make concrete. Almost every house has a dog or two.
Some are treated fine, but many are underfed and mainly function as four-legged
burglar alarms.
To the east of us is a mountain and to the west is the sea. From our kitchen
window we see one gorgeous sunset after another.
The roads are dirt and even a slight rain makes them impassable. With a
strong El Nino storm season in the forecast, there’s no telling how we’ll fare. We have
our own water, kerosene lamps, and our own gas for cooking. A neighbor is selling us
a generator. If we lay in enough food, we could function for at least a month, cut off
from the rest of the world—maybe longer if we set up a system to collect rainwater.
Popotla, the town we live in, is not much more than a coastal road lined with
curio shops and vendors selling cocos de camaron.
Go a few miles further north and you hit Rosarito, a down-at-the-heels beach
town that only attracts a handful of gringo visitors. Mostly it’s Mexicans from
Mexicali, looking for a cheap vacation, where tacos are $1 and a hotel room on the
beach will only set you back $12 a night.
Go even further north and you’re in unpredictable Tijuana.
Then it’s on to the U.S. border, to San Ysidro, Costa Mesa, San Diego…
•••
My four-year-old grandson, Yalith, waved his hand at me and said in Spanish,
“Andale.” He began running up the steep dirt road outside our house in Mexico. I
hesitated a moment then followed him, puffing and panting under the sun. Our dog
Kuma followed by my side, and our cat Brandy hustled to keep up. I’m not proud of
much, but I’m proud I have a cat that likes to go on walks with me.
At the top of the hill, Yalith pointed west at the Pacific Ocean, about two miles
away. Instead, I looked east, at a parcel of land we owned, where a week before I’d
buried Loba, one of our dogs, a Belgian shepherd.
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My wife Sophy woke up one morning and looked out the window. She saw
Loba lying in the dirt, a bit of pink tongue showing. After calling out “Loba… Loba” she
turned to me and said, “I think Loba’s dead.”
I looked out the window and yelled out Loba’s name. She didn’t move. Sophy
and I both went out and it was as bad as we thought. The night before, around
midnight, I’d walked out to say goodnight to the animals. Loba had been fine. This
morning, I knelt by her side and saw there wasn’t a mark on her.
“I think she was poisoned,” said Sophy.
“Poor Loba. She was always eating all kinds of crap.”
As a puppy, before she got to us, Loba never had enough food. It gave her a
sick appetite. She’d attack her bowl like a buzz bomb. She was always slinking into
the yard, dragging in bones from dead animals. It was gruesome, especially the day I
found her gnawing on an animal’s white jawbone lined with teeth.
I got some duct tape and heavy-duty garbage bags and trussed her up. Sophy
and I loaded Loba’s body into the trunk of our car and drove up the hill to our spare
lot. I dug a grave until I hit solid rock, then slit open the bag and poured five pounds of
lime over Loba’s body. I covered her with dirt and piled rocks on the grave.
Today—at the top of the hill—as Yalith ran around overflowing with an excess
of joy, I looked over at Loba’s grave. In the back of my mind I was intent on honoring
Loba’s memory, telling her I was sorry she was dead.
Instead, I saw the rocks were scattered and lime marked the ground. I took a
few steps and saw black plastic shining in the sun. A few steps more and I saw what
remained of Loba. Two-thirds of her body had been eaten, but her jawbone remained,
with strips of flesh like melted caramel. I looked away, not wanting to see anymore.
I realized Yalith had followed me, so I put an arm around his shoulder and led
him away, so he wouldn’t see what I had just seen.
That night, I woke up in the dark and didn’t sleep again for hours. I wasn’t
sure what to do with what remained of Loba’s body. Different scenarios played out in
my mind until I decided I would get some gasoline and set Loba’s remains on fire. I’d
burn it until there was nothing left to be eaten; then I’d bury the ashes.
It was two days before I went back, carrying a shovel and a can of gasoline.
My mind kept flashing images of Loba’s skull. I’d imagine scooping up her remains
with the shovel and seeing maggots or staring down at an unseeing eye socket.
Two shepherd mongrels, one dark and one light, were in the lot, growling at
me as I walked toward the grave. Something snapped in me and I picked up a rock
and yelled, “Motherfuckers! It’s my lot!” They ran off as rocks bounced around them
in the dirt.
I got to Loba’s grave and there was nothing there. I looked closer and saw a
tuft of black hair tangled in the grass. I searched the brush around the grave but the
body was gone.
All I found was Loba’s skull on the ground, picked clean, as though it had
been lying in the desert sun for years.
•••
Denisse told us she heard puppies crying in the hills a couple hundred yards
from our house. I went to have a look, carrying water and some dry dog food. The hills
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are scrubby with red rocks, tumbleweeds, and furry looking cactus. I heard the
puppies and walked toward the sound, only to be brought up short by a snarling dog—
fangs bared—thrusting its head out of the bushes. I backed up quick, put the food and
water down, and climbed down the hill.
Sophy and I have a soft spot for animals, and discussed trying to find homes
for the puppies—getting them spayed and maybe adopting one ourselves.
In the middle of the night, Sophy woke up, agitated. She shook me awake and
begged me not to go close to the dog—that it was too dangerous. I thought it over and
decided she was right. There was only so much one person can do. Mexico is off the
rails when it comes to caring for animals.
It reminded me of a passage in Kazantzakis’ Odyssey: A Modern Sequel,
where Odysseus is in Egypt, and he warns his men not to give food to a starving
beggar, that in this land of hunger, to feed one mouth is to feed none:
“Here’s where we’ve anchored, comrades, it’s earth’s stricken voice; it suffers, wails,
and shouts to God, not a soul hears it.”
The next day, as Sophy and I drove around Rosarito running errands, I
thought about the dog in the hills—how we had made the right decision to keep our
distance. The dog was still on my mind when we pulled into the road to our house.
There she was, by the side of the road, staring at our car.
I said to Sophy, “Stop the car.”
We had bought some fresh tortillas and I grabbed a few from the package. The
dog’s rib bones stuck out as though they would burst through the skin. Her teats hung
low and flapped under her belly, useless looking. The dog had a wild look in its eye: the
pupils were white, with just a touch of pale blue—she looked like a demon.
I got out—keeping my distance—fed her a few tortillas, which she gobbled up.
Sophy handed me the remains of a torta—a Mexican version of a submarine
sandwich. The dog finished it off in two bites. A slice of tomato escaped through her
jaws and fell to the ground. She snuffed around and snapped it up and I thought, I
never saw a dog eat a slice of tomato—she must really be starving.
Out the blue I decided her name was “Lady” which is what I began calling her
as she let me pet her.
We drove on home and I said to Sophy, “Sorry, Babe, I’m going to have to feed
that dog.”
She said, “I was thinking the same thing.”
•••
An hour later I climbed the hill with a bowl of dry dog food. As Lady ate, I
kept my distance from the puppies, remembering how fierce Lady was when I came
up on them unawares. The next day, as she was busy scrabbling in her bowl, I edged
closer to her shallow burrow in the dirt and saw five puppies: one black, two white
with brown spots, and two white with black spots.
•••
In the middle of the night it came to me, where I’d seen Lady before. She’d
been one of the dogs bounding out of our lot, as I approached Loba’s remains with a
can of gas in my hand. She’d been the lighter-colored of the two dogs, and the quickest
to run. Doing the math, Lady was pregnant at the time, abandoned and starving. It
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felt strange, thinking of Lady chewing on Loba’s carcass, and that meat in turn going
to nourish the puppies in her womb. I didn’t like what I’d seen but making peace with
reality wasn’t hard. Whatever life force had been in Loba, it wasn’t tied to her flesh
and blood.
•••
Another day passed and Lady let me touch the puppies, and even pick them
up. It felt good standing on the hill as Lady ate the food I brought her. There was
usually a light breeze blowing, and I could look down at our yellow house surrounded
by a rock and cinderblock wall, the ocean in the distance, two miles away. The major
portion of my day was spent at my desk, writing, so these moments on the hill were a
welcome change of pace. Lady became so attached to me that she’d jump up and lay
her dusty paws on my chest or stick out her paw for me to hold. It made me wonder
how feral she was; maybe she was tamer than I thought.
One of our Chihuahuas, Isabela, followed me up the hill one afternoon, and
Lady pounced on her. Isabela wasn’t seriously hurt, but I couldn’t help wondering
what the outcome would have been if I hadn’t been there to break it up. When we
brought the kids up to see the puppies, Lady growled at Alexander when he got too
close to her food. Incidents like these made me unsure of what to do. I didn’t want to
bring Lady and her puppies down to our yard if it meant endangering our grandkids
or our smaller animals.
I went up the next morning and found one of the puppies had died. There
wasn’t a mark on it. At first, I wasn’t sure what to do. Later in the day, I saw that Lady
had made a second burrow, and she had the dead puppy in among the live ones. She
licked the dead puppy, trying to bring it back to life. I had disturbing thoughts of the
dead puppy decomposing, attracting egg-laying flies and carrion beetles, maybe even
attracting crows, endangering the other puppies.
I distracted Lady with a bowl of food and Sophy and I took the puppy miles
away and buried it
A few nights later, Sophy woke me up again at 3:00 in the morning. “We have
to bring her down from the hill. The rain is coming in two days. The babies will die.”
“I don’t know…”
“We have to. They won’t survive in the rain.”
•••
It was evening and the dogs were barking. I went out to see what was up and
saw our neighbor, Jose, standing by his beater Toyota Corolla.
Jose lives on the hill across from our property. When we first moved into our
home, Jose’s house had “SE VENDE” written on its side in sloppy, black paint, huge
letters that made his house ugly, even while announcing it was for sale.
Jose said, “You like veal?”
I’m not a vegetarian, but there are some things I avoid. I don’t like to eat
lamb, because I can’t shake the image of how endearing they are. Veal, too, I can’t eat,
once I learned how cruel veal calves were treated.
I shook my head. “You know, veal is one of those things I don’t eat.”
“Really?”
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“Yeah, just one of those things.”
“Cause I got veal ribs in the car. A friend’s cow accidentally killed its calf,
crushed it or something. So I got a bunch of fresh ribs.”
The door was open to Denisse’s little house and Denisse was listening to the
conversation.
I said, “Maybe Denisse wants them.”
Jose rattled off his offer in Spanish. Denisse nodded and said she’d take
them.
Jose opened his car door and came up with a side of bloody ribs resting on a
plastic bag.
The ribs shined wet in spots, catching the light from the streetlamp.
•••
Lady is in a dog house in our yard. The puppies sleep inside the dog house on
a soft blanket—they must think they’re in heaven. I joked with Sophy. “If Lady was a
woman, she’d want to marry me.”
It should be simple and wonderful, but Lady acts territorial with the other
dogs, who are much smaller than her. She’s attacked Princessa, growled at Kuma,
and nipped at a toy in Yalith’s hand. I feel like I’m licking honey off a razor’s edge. The
simple act of trying to do something good has created a quandary. The combination of
starving and giving birth has traumatized Lady. I hope she can pull out of it before
I’m forced to take her away and abandon her myself.
•••
It wasn’t an easy decision. Sophy and I discussed it, arguing both sides of the
problem: What were we going to do with Lady?
I had hoped she could be integrated into our family of animals. That wasn’t
going to happen. Before I’d gotten the chain on her, she had terrorized our cats and
dogs. They wouldn’t even come onto Lady’s side of the yard, as though the ground
around her kennel was radioactive.
Sophy and Denisse were afraid of Lady, and I was worried about the kids. I
had recurring images of Yalith’s face and neck mauled and bloody. I thought to
myself: I can’t take the chance—there have been enough warning signs—it would be on
me if I showed compassion for Lady and one of my grandkids was hurt.
I would give Lady time off the chain each day, but to do so required a warning
going ‘round our two houses: “Are the kids inside? Are Princess and Isabela in the
shed? What about the cats?” If it was all clear, I’d let Lady out and she’d run to the
neighbor’s house on the hill, to root in the trash, then to our garbage cans, and then
the house behind us. It didn’t matter that I’d fed her moments before.
At four weeks, the puppies began eating solid food. I’d feed them in the yard
and Lady would try to climb the kennel wall to get to the puppies’ meal. When I’d
return the puppies to the kennel, Lady would slurp their faces, looking for a taste of
puppy chow. To get at her own bowl, she’d think nothing of stepping on one of her
pups. Near starvation had messed with her mind and impulses. I was pretty sure that
over time her sick desire to eat could be curbed. It was the violence that was the real
problem.
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Lady loved me. She’d put her paw in my hand, walk in among my legs, try to
put her front paws on my chest. I was the only one she bonded with and if I lived
alone as a hermit, she’d be a wonderful companion.
I mentioned to my son Devon that we were thinking of euthanizing Lady.
Devon’s voice went up an octave. “Oh man, don’t do that. Take her away somewhere—
at least she’ll be alive.”
For a while, Devon’s response stopped me in my tracks. Then I thought of the
starving dogs I’d see on almost any errand away from the house. They were too feeble
to even rouse themselves from the side of the road. Then there were the crippled and
sick dogs… Sophy and I saw one mutt whose skin and fur were hanging off his body in
bloody shreds. Abandoning Lady wasn’t a solution. It was a false kindness. Maybe we
could convince ourselves that Lady would find happiness roaming the hills of
Rosarito. Odds are she’d confront a painful death—maybe fast, maybe slow.
Sophy talked to a vet, who told her dogs that attacked a person who
approached their food were too dangerous to have in a home. Sophy and I felt we’d be
playing a cruel trick on anybody who took Lady off our hands, especially if kids were
around.
It was the last day of the year when Sophy and I woke up.
My eyes were still half shut when I said, “We have to deal with this.”
Sophy nodded. “It’s the right thing to do.”
Sophy would drive our Honda CRV and I would sit in the back, holding tight
to Lady’s chain.
I thought Lady would balk at getting in the car, but with a little help I got her
settled. I held her close and she stuck her muzzle into my chest. I stroked her head,
looking into her eyes, which were sadder than usual.
It was only a few miles to the vet’s office. It was one building among a strip of
dilapidated stores, kind of a ramshackle mini-mall. I kept Lady on a short chain as I
followed Sophy around to the back.
The vet was standing there; a taciturn Mexican with a close-trimmed
moustache. He led us into a small chamber with a steel examination table. Lady grew
anxious and I wondered what she was smelling. Later, Sophy would say, “I think she
knew she was going to die.”
The vet explained that he would first give Lady a sedative. Once she was
asleep, he’d give her the injection that would kill her.
I held Lady’s collar as the vet gave her a shot in the flank. I continued to
stroke her muzzle as she looked at me. She stumbled once and lay down on the floor,
her head resting on my shoe as I kneeled over her.
Sophy said, “Go to sleep, baby.”
A minute later, Lady was unconscious.
The vet lifted her onto the steel table and prepared the second injection. A
minute after he administered the shot, I saw Lady’s eyes go dead.
The vet lifted Lady’s body and took it away to an adjoining room. He returned
with Lady bound inside an empty sack that had contained 50 pounds of dog food. The
vet had told us that to keep animals away from the body, we’d have to dig a hole at
least three feet deep. Our land has less than two feet of soil before it hits solid rock. I
had a $100 to my name; to cremate Lady would cost upwards of $200.
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We paid the vet his $40 and I carried the bright blue sack to our car and
loaded it in the back, next to our shovel and bag of lime. If I buried Lady, she’d be dug
up, the way Loba had been dug up and eaten.
It made sense to drive out to the garbage dump in the hills and leave Lady’s
body there, coated in lime so it wouldn’t stink.
The tears were hovering at the edge for both Sophy and me. But it wasn’t the
time to cry.
I was caught up in the classic folly of the optimist doing good and expecting
good to follow. I came down the hill with Lady and her puppies a savior; then, through
a series of cutbacks and dead ends, became an executioner.
We rolled up on the dump. Sophy was driving. I said, “When you stop, pop the
back. I want to do this fast.”
Sophy braked and I got out and removed the blue sack from the car. I undid
the orange string tying the bag shut, my fingers fumbling on the knot. Less than 50
feet away, across the road from us, a sudden dust devil appeared; a whirlwind. It
whipped a score of big tumbleweeds into the air, high above our heads.
I caught Sophy’s eye from the front seat. “Do you see that?”
“It came out of nowhere.”
As I shoveled lime into the sack, doing my best not to glimpse Lady’s body,
the whirlwind crossed the road and enveloped me, whipping a swirl of tumbleweeds
around me and the car. The wind whistled. Dust filled my eyes and thorns from the
tumbleweeds scratched my skin. I put my head down and hollered out to Sophy, “This
is crazy.”
I lifted the sack and heaved it into the dump. Just as suddenly as it appeared,
the dust devil vanished.
I looked at the sack in among the abandoned tires, refrigerators and black
plastic bags. As cruel as it felt, and as cruel as it appeared, maybe some good would
come of this. Maybe Lady’s body would feed starving dogs in search of a meal.
On the ride home, Sophy’s tears flowed and she said. “The tumbleweeds… I
think that was Lady saying goodbye.”
•••
In the kennel outside, the four puppies are thriving, sleeping quietly through
the night and pouring out of the doghouse whenever they hear our voices. Sophy
says, “I’d like to keep all four of them. But we both know that would be a bad move: too
much expense, too much time, and too much dog shit.
If the puppies miss their mother, they don’t show it. They play, eat like crazy,
and chew on my shoelaces. The two we’re going to keep are a girl pup we named
Valiente, an endearing puppy with a lop-sided brown spot over one eye; and a male
pup who resembles a Saint Bernard—brown and white with an over-sized head. I
tried out several names in my mind before I settled on El Rey (The King).
I wanted to give him a name he could grow into.
•••
"If you are meditating and a devil appears, make the devil meditate too.”—Filmmaker
Alejandro Jodorowsky
•••
Too many animals are dying under my care. Loba, Lady, and now El Rey.
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Over the course of two months, El Rey and Valiente were growing fast and
strong. It was rare to see them apart. Usually, they were bounding around the yard
together, with that look of joy happy puppies have. I was the one that fed them, so I
was the Magic Man, the guy who filled their food bowl twice a day.
I remember reading the true story of a sailor who had been rescued in the
Arctic Circle, the sole survivor of a group that had lost their way. When they found
the sailor he was starving and close to death. He recovered, but there had been
permanent damage to his psyche. He continued as a sailor, but for the rest of his life
he feared starvation. His shipboard bunk was always stuffed with hidden parcels of
food, some of it half rotten. His conscious mind knew there was a surplus of food. It
didn’t matter. He lived as a man in danger of starving.
I wonder if animals can be like that sailor, once they’ve been starved close to
death. Are they permanently marked? Lady was skin and bones when I found her.
Her puppies in her womb—did they receive stress signals through her blood, that
death was imminent? Once born, when they sucked on her nipples, were the nipples
dripping with milk, or only producing a frustrating trickle of something ugly?
El Rey was always hungry and he would pounce on his food, scrabbling
double time in his bowl until every bit was gone. In between meals he’d chew on
whatever was at hand. There’s always a piece of windblown trash in Mexico, and Rey
would eat whatever blew by. Valiente also ate what she could find, but she wasn’t in
the same league as El Rey.
One morning, when I was working at my desk, Sophy came into my office.
“Something’s wrong with El Rey. There’s blood on his ass. We have to take him to the
vet.”
I figured it was no big deal. The week before we had brought him to the vet
because his paw was bleeding from a thorn.
“Give me an hour and we’ll go. I need to finish this story.”
An hour later I walked out to the yard. I called El Rey’s name. Instead,
Valiente came wagging her tail. There was no sign of El Rey. I looked around and
found him under the trailer in the shade. I coaxed him out and saw it was much worse
than I imagined. There was a balloon-like mass coming out of his rectum, the size of a
tennis ball. El Rey’s eyes were forlorn, and his withers looked shrunken. He had been
fine the night before.
Sophy walked over and I said, “Baby, this looks bad.”
We got El Rey into the car and set off. In an attempt to reassure myself, I told
Sophy about a passage from Green Hills of Africa. “Maybe it’s not that big a deal. I
remember Ernest Hemingway was writing about being in Africa, and he had
dysentery so bad, that part of his lower intestine was coming out of his ass. Every
morning he had to wash it with soap and water and then tuck it back in.”
Sophy looked out the window, worried. “Rey must have eaten something that
won’t come out. He’s pushing and pushing.”
We decided to take him to a different vet. Of the five vets we’ve used, none
have been satisfactory. It’s another example of the Rosarito Curse: too many people
faking it until they make it. Problem is, almost none of them make it.
We parked and I carried Rey inside. Sophy spoke in Spanish to the vet, a
burly mustachioed guy with grey hair. He motioned us back to the examination room
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and I placed El Rey on the stainless steel examination table. He lied on his side, weak
and scared.
The vet took one look at the red balloon protruding from El Rey and shook
his head. He said something in Spanish to Sophy and from the look on Sophy’s face it
was clear it wasn’t something we wanted to hear.
“Honey,” said Sophy, “It’s the anal ring. Once it comes out, there’s nothing we
can do.”
That hung in the air for a second.
I asked, “There’s no operation?”
“No. It would just keep coming out. El Rey’s suffering. We’re going to have to
make him sleep.”
Instead of sorrow, I felt a rage. I kept it inside.
I leaned down and looked into El Rey’s eyes. “Oh, El Rey…”
What the vet did next baffled me. He took his gloved finger and pushed the
red balloon back inside El Rey. Rey didn’t wince or yelp, but he looked distressed.
The vet walked away and came back with a needle. He injected El Rey.
I asked him, “Do you speak English?”
“No.”
I pointed to the needle. “Morte?”
The vet nodded. “Si.”
Sophy walked out of the room, not wanting to see El Rey go.
I leaned down and looked in El Rey’s eyes again and said, “It’s okay, Rey. It’s
okay.”
The look in El Rey’s eyes had a question for me: Why am I leaving this world
so soon?
END
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The Burning Torch in Yonder Turret Stands
by Sheldon Lee Compton

Like their father and his father before him Donnie Mac and Rob Manning were
easily angered. And looking for the children at near dark did nothing to calm them
down. The brothers split the field in half and searched, they walked the creek bank,
they stalked the entire property line and even the ridge above it. Ally and Kid Rex,
Rob and Donnie Mac’s only children in the world, were nowhere.
“I still can’t believe you rented this damn house,” Donnie Mac said. “Do you
have any idea how strange and, well, just plain dumb that was?”
Rob barely listened. He knew the past, had lived it right along with his brother,
but had his own thoughts about it. And they were most certainly a different kind.
“If we let everything that’s happened before cause us to make decisions
because of it,” Rob said. “we’d be slaves to it for all time.”
“Slavery might be a better fit,” Donnie Mac said, and the conversation ended
with that.
The main road ran a full quarter mile from the house. If the two had walked in that
direction, they would have seen them. If Ally and Kid Rex did get to the road, chances
were good their moms would have spotted them by this point on their way back from
town.
Rob sat on the front porch and waited for his brother to return from the main road,
his third trip out there hoping to get lucky and find the children wandering back onto
the property. He hadn’t started panicking yet, but it would on him soon, that sense
that an hour was coming when calling the police would be needed instead of just
worrying over it.
***
When Rob and Donnie Mac played Atari they talked a lot about women. Prostitutes
mostly. Donnie Mac once bit a stripper’s nipple and got tossed out of a club in Haysi,
Virginia. Rob once dated a meth dealer who taught him how to shake and bake.
These were the things of their past, though. The two of them had slowed down some.
Now in their thirties, they spent most of their free time playing Kaboom! and Q-Bert.
And the whole time they played, they talked about wives and girlfriends and women
who were not their wives or girlfriends and who should have never been mentioned
and wouldn’t have been if the two of them hadn’t been together and working those big
jaws of theirs. Ally knew she shouldn’t be hearing these stories so she found Kid Rex,
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Donnie Mac’s youngest boy, and headed to the old rock canning building over the
hillside.
“Let’s play Indiana Jones,” Kid Rex said “You can be that girl who’s afraid of
the spiders and rides the elephant.”
The days of playing like this were over for her, but humored her cousin. “How
about I be Indiana Jones and you be the little boy who wears the Yankees hat and
does everything I say.”
Kid Rex stopped ahead of her and turned around. “You can’t be Indiana Jones.
You’re a girl.”
Ally passed him and kept walking to the far end of the field. Rob rented the
house when they all moved back from Michigan about a year ago. The property
wasn’t his but it was impressive. It stretched the length of a football field. And at the
far end a fence ran along the base of a hill. The canning building came immediately
into view on the other side of that hill.
Once they were across the hill, down the other side and on flat land, the
building came immediately into view. Ally grabbed onto Kid Rex’s shoulder. He
jumped and gave her a dirty look. “Don’t grab at me like that,” he said.
“I go in first,” Ally said. He offered no argument so she stepped in front of him and
slowly walked to the front of the building.
***
In 1978, Scotch Butler had just entering junior high. At about the same time
authorities carted his father, Big Dan, off to prison. Twenty-five years on federal drug
trafficking charges. It surprised absolutely no one in the area. Big Dan and his
brothers had been dealing since before the pain pill epidemic, back when pot and boot
liquor stood as a high commodity. The federal attorney prosecuting the case produced
in court hours of taped evidence ranging from controlled buys, where the undercover
agent wore a wire, to thirty minutes of scratchy overhead helicopter footage following
the brothers as they left their home and drove to various houses in the area for
drops. In other words, the feds sealed it tight.
So when less than five years later the government released Big Dan on probation it
was easy to figure he had informed on a dealer somewhere higher in the chain of
possession to secure a conditional early release. A federal deal. The deal would run
him into direct problems with a lot of dealers and addicts alike after his release. One
of those people was MacArthur Manning.
Both an addict and a small-level dealer, MacArthur bought from Big Dan and the
brothers and went across county lines to sell for double price. After a time, he went to
Big Dan and pitched moving some hits out into the region. He, of course, could help
this along, since he had already set up buyers in neighboring Pike and Johnson
counties.
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The pitch went nowhere with the Butlers. It was, in fact, the moment Big Dan and his
family first learned of MacArthur’s activities, and he viewed him from that point on
as competition, if not someone taking money straight out of his hand.
The next move happened fast. He sent word to a known informant through a burn-out
and in short time the sheriff’s department had MacArthur included in the next drug
roundup, a series of early morning raids and arrest of between a dozen to two dozen
low-level dealers. MacArthur took a fall and any pressure there might have been from
the law disappeared for Big Dan and the brothers for a good number of years.
***
After a time both brothers agreed on a standstill and sat on the front porch, more
than a little defeated. They had already contacted the sheriff’s department, and
Luther left soon after they called. He usually ran dispatch but agreed to hand it over
for a couple hours. But Luther hadn’t made it yet. Once they had the sheriff’s office
involved, they had called their wives. Both went into an instant panic, cussed Rob and
Donnie Mac individually and as brothers and then, most forcibly, as parents. Evie and
Vonda were now speeding back from Maysville. Rob mentioned they were likely to
meet up with Luther at some point and that would be a whole thing, the two of them
getting pulled over heading to the same place.
The longer it took for anyone to show up, the more worried the brothers became. The
more worried they became, the more Donnie Mac drank. He brought a pint of whiskey
with him and a fifth for later that night. The pint didn’t last long, and the neck
missing showed a good start on the fifth. Rob finally said something when Donnie Mac
stopped chasing it with Mountain Dew and, instead, started hammering it straight.
“Hey stop drinking, man,” he said. “What that’s going to do is make all of this worse.”
Donnie Mac opened his mouth as if to respond and then stopped and clapped his
hands. “ I bet you anything they went out across the hill onto the Butler’s property.
It’s been abandoned for something like a decade. I guarantee you they’re over there
somewhere, in the old house or something. Exploring like we used to do.” He paused,
watching Rob for an answer, and then added: “I told you renting here was a helluva
bad idea.”
Not thrilled about the idea of trespassing onto Butler property, Rob had little choice
but to agree on both counts and the two started in the direction of the fence line.
***
“Well we going in or what?” he said.
“I’m going in, Kid. Just hold on a second.” she said.
He stood so close behind Ally she could feel his chest along her side, how it moved in
and out and stopped after a couple beats when he held his breath. When things didn’t
progress as fast as he wanted, though, Kid Rex pushed her aside and before she could
respond stepped into the building.
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“It’s cold in here,” he said. “Weird since it’s the middle of summer.”
“Don’t make out like this is some portal to some other universe,” Ally said.
“What if it is though?”
“It’s not, you scared little spaz.”
She could tell he had already shifted into a pretend place he wouldn’t come out of any
time soon. When he became a faint dimness far into the building, making his way
toward the shelves along the back wall, Ally finally stepped inside.
The scent of wet earth and of things growing in a cool darkness year after year all
became a hundred times stronger inside. Cool became cold in seconds. Ally could feel
it settling onto her bare shoulders like a floating mist, the kind that’s basically a thick
fog until you feel the occasional drop. Once her eyes adjusted to the dark, she could
make out Kid Rex. He worked quickly, taking down jar after jar, inspecting each one
before placing them on the floor at his side.
“How about that?” he said, and stood a little straighter.
“So let’s open one of these and see what kind of mess we have,” Ally said, ignoring his
last jab.
Kid Rex bent and picked up a random jar. He handed it over without hesitation. Going
in first had spent up most of his courage. “You open it,” he said. “If something jumps
out and eats you I’ll make them put Indiana Jones on your tombstone.”
***
A portion of Big Dan Butler’s trial dealt with his treatment of his family, a wife, Ann,
and Scotch, his only child. And most of that focused on Scotch. Testimony from child
services, testimony from Ann, from Scotch, even. Most of those watching on were
little surprised. Scotch endured beatings, mental anguish, neglect, the entire gambit.
The jurors didn’t hear that Scotch was made to sleep in pens with fighting roosters
many nights, was starved to the point he once scraped meat from the skull of an eight
point buck Big Dan had sat aside for mounting. The sentence handed down couldn’t
have been more harsh, but they were spared details about Scotch Butler that should
have been heard, if not in that courtroom during that trial, sometime in some
courtroom.
Defense attorneys were slow to make proper objections to Big Dan’s character attack,
ones which would later stop the line of inquiry as irrelevant and only loosely
revelatory to the proceedings. The prosecutor called for the line to continue due to an
advanced understanding of Big Dan’s character, but the judge knocked it down. Still,
enough questions had been answered, enough had been revealed, to factually portray
Big Dan as both a horrible citizen and terrible husband and father. Of course all of this
hardly mattered in any way, and would also be incredibly, incredibly important.
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***
The Butler property had stood as the Butler property for more than five decades. For
the last two of those decades, the adjacent house and land were owned by a
Portersburg attorney who hadn’t touched a toe to the dirt in more than five years. He
rented out the house and had the monthly payments sent to his offices on Court
Street.
When Rob signed the lease agreement, this Court Street attorney not only didn’t have
concerns about MacArthur’s son landing directly beside the Butler property without
a clue who might or might not be still living there, he didn’t so much as know why it
could be a problem in the first place. Like the majority of lawyers east of Lexington,
he wasn’t from the area and couldn’t have plugged into the nuances of mountain
vendettas if he’d wanted to.
These and many other moments brought Rob and Donnie Mac Manning to the place
where they stood across the ridgeline. Donnie Mac plucked at a rusted section of
barbed wire fencing that had once stood to separate the properties. It had long ago
fallen away or been pulled down and now rested under various weeds. The old Butler
home sat in the middle of the sunken land with a number of small buildings
surrounding it, old storage buildings, one for canning, another left in the middle of
construction.
Donnie Mac pointed at the half-finished building. “Man oh man. It happened there,
right?”
Rob shielded his eyes. The sun burned sunset bright at the top of the hills. He
examined the northern end of the property where the house sat. It seemed almost
hateful standing in place, a two-story farmhouse and in bad condition. Several
windows were broken out and filthy sets of curtains blew out from the openings. At
some point, the front porch had collapsed.
“It’s like they say, I guess. Place’s been empty for a long time.” Rob said. He looked at
the half-finished building and nodded. “Yeah, I reckon that’s probably the spot.”
A single, loud thump came from behind the house, maybe a truck door closing, and
then the truck appeared on a dirt path leading out from the back yard. The truck
abruptly stopped, Parked too far away for either Rob or Donnie Mac to make out a
driver. For about four heartbeats the truck sat there idling and then pulled out in a
bloom of dirt.
***
Ally had stopped listening to Kid Rex the minute she had the jar in her hands. It was
an ordinary Mason jar with an ordinary brass colored lid and screw band. Nothing
strange outwardly. But whatever existed inside had long ago gone black so that it
might have been nothing more than a quart jar full of motor oil. Ordinary. Nothing
more or less but a jar, but filled with something black.
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He watched her closely, waiting. She shook the jar back and forth to see if the
contents would break loose and when she did the jar went from cold to warm in
seconds. Right away she wished her dad and Uncle Donnie Mac were there. She
wanted to call out for them but instead sat down on the chilly dirt floor. The jar
slipped out of her hand and rolled to the far wall where it blended with the shadows.
She half expected it to start glowing or catch fire but it only lay where it landed, dead
as a hammer.
“We have to open it,” he said, and scooted beside her on the dirt floor, leaning his left
shoulder into her. “We have to, right?”
“All we have to do is stay poor and die,” Ally told him, but something knocked around
inside her heart too. “But if you get it, I’ll open it.”
He shot his dirty look again but eventually crawled over and brought back the jar.
She sat down on the dirt floor inside a shaft of sunlight coming in from the valley
peaks, twisted the lid clear of the jar, and handed it to him. Kid Rex held his breath
and the air caught in his throat like two small knuckles. With his eyes closed, he
didn’t notice the doorway to the building darken, but Ally did. When she turned to
have a look, a man stood there. She could only barely make out that the darkening
figure smiled, a giant silhouette grinning down on them.
***
MacArthur spent his two years in prison on the trafficking charges waiting on a
chance for parole and then longer for a window to Big Dan. The window wouldn’t
come until the federal deal. At that point, he firmly believed he’d be doing everybody
involved a favor if he killed Big Dan Butler outright.
He shot him in the front yard while Big Dan worked on constructing a storage
building for chicken feed. People in town said later he made the shot because he had
been a sniper in the Korean War, but that didn’t entirely match up. Donnie Mac did
find an old uniform patch with crossed rifles and figured out it ranked MacArthur as a
marksman, but a sniper, none could be sure. Nothing really explained how he made
that shot, some two-hundred yards from the ridgeline to the chicken pen. But he did,
and he didn’t deny it, either. Rob remembered how his father returned home and
immediately called the police. He told them he saved them time and said they’d
probably want to arrest him or else give him a pat on the back.
Police found Scotch on the porch when they arrived. He had been screaming so long
he had nearly lost his voice so the screams seemed more like convulsions. From
elbows to fingertips his father’s blood covered him in streaks. Luther, then still a
deputy, carried him from the porch to a squad car. Luther worked with him in a slow
gentle way to get some information. A half hour later Scotch stepped out of the squad
car and starting walking away from the house. Luther jogged to him and meant to
pick him up again and return him to the car, but Scotch pointed to the the crop of
buildings at the far end of the field. Luther said later he could see the red of the blood
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standing out against the new six by four boards like some kind of painting, even from
where he stood.
It had been only been Scotch and Big Dan for more than five years at the time of the
shooting. MacArthur made a less than clean shot, according to police. Investigators
called it a lateral shot, one that enters in the side and travels through the body,
therefore having more chances to hit and damage vital organs, in this case a right
lung.
Without a mother present and her whereabouts unknown, authorities sent Scotch to
an orphanage in Lexington. No other family members came forward to claim him.
***
And so it was meted out in nearly equal amounts —
***
Vengeance met Rob and Donnie Mac Manning the moment they entered the canning
building. Their minds warped inside that moment in such a way it was never whole
enough to escape it again. Two brothers never again able to live past one second of
time.
***
Vengeance met Ally and Kid Rex in a form most destructive. Two things at play at
once - the pain during the process of life leaving and the perfect fear of the end itself.
The unknown. In their youth, they were fortunate to not have a clear understanding
of just how much they should have feared the unknown more than the pain.
***
Vengeance entered the world like any other emotion, in the heart, and then grew
strong within the mind. A simple boy harmed from afar by a natural black art both
patient and exacting. But when held to a soft light, it was never vengeance at all, but
rage, a fury that starved out reason while the columella nursed the ground for
vibrations. It was, as it had always been, the serpent.
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Humiliation
by Josh Olsen
My partner and I had a mutual morning off while our kids were in school, so we spent
it together doing something we’d been doing more and more frequently lately,
commiserating about money, and our general lack of it. The immediate topic at hand,
while we drank our coffee, was the cable bill, and why it was so damn high. So, Katie
began to dig, and it wasn’t long before she spoke up and said, “Well, somebody ordered
an adult movie for seven dollars,” and my heart skipped a beat. “Did you order a
fucking porno?” Katie asked, and I reflexively lied through my teeth. “Well if you
didn’t, then you better talk to the kids about what they’re watching,” Katie said, and
the thought of what my denial implied, that I had placed the blame of ordering a
pornographic movie on my own children, made me physically ill, so I quickly copped
to the truth. Katie laid into me like she had rarely done before, and I felt the great
weight of shame on my shoulders. “What was the title?” she asked, and I answered
with a dumbfounded, “I don’t know,” but she didn’t believe me. In all honesty, I really
couldn’t remember the title. I didn’t even remember if it had a proper title - it wasn’t
even a full movie, just a 15-minute scene - but I remembered most other things about
it, and icily relayed them, in detail, to Katie. The scene was completely vanilla. No
choking or gagging or bondage. No spanking. No frills. Nothing bordering on or
hinting at illegal. Just boring old heterosexual coitus, featuring Jesse Jane, one of the
more surgically-enhanced adult film actresses around, and some nameless hunk of
meat. My description of the scene I had been charged seven dollars for began to make
me feel exceptionally sad. “I don’t believe you,” Katie said, and I couldn’t blame her.
“Unfortunately, I’m telling the truth,” I said. It appeared some of the fire had been
extinguished from the argument, but our conversation was far from over. Katie asked
why I felt the need to pay for something that was freely available online, and I told her
that I stopped perusing internet pornography quite some time ago, out of fear of
computer viruses, as well as my distaste for the increasingly hardcore, violent, and
unsettling content that was overwhelmingly accessible via the web. “But couldn’t you
just get it for free from work?” she asked, and suddenly the conversation revealed
itself to be about more than just a porno movie, or the seven dollars it cost.
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For the past five months, I’d been working as an assistant manager at Family Video, a
midwestern chain video store that had an “adults only” backroom full of
pornographic DVDs. The urge to apply for this occupation came on a whim, during a
time in which I was only partially employed as an academic librarian, and after my
nearly decade-long job as a university writing instructor unceremoniously came to an
end. Over the years, as my dissatisfaction with academia festered, I had joked about
quitting teaching and applying for a job at Family Video, but I didn’t do so until my
need for reliable employment reached a desperate peak. I needed a consistent fulltime job, preferably with benefits, and if I didn’t have to commute an hour, both ways,
even better, so I applied for my first customer service job since 2003 and was hired
after two interviews and a written test. At first, it felt like a relief. I had forgotten
what it felt like to simply go to work, clock in and out, and not worry about grading
stacks of essays, attending faculty meetings, or replying to round-the-clock student
emails. Sure, I was making a fraction of what I earned teaching 3 or 4 sections of
basic composition, but the ease and mindlessness of my new job seduced me into
complacency. But soon enough, that ease would turn to boredom, and as my
responsibilities at Family Video grew, quickly advancing from part-time shift leader
to full-time assistant manager, it became painfully clear that I simply could not afford
to work there. I was all too familiar with how little teachers get paid, and could truly
relate to and support the fact that educators deserve a fair, living wage, but at the
very same time, I was living in a reality in which I had never, in my adult life, made so
little money, and had so little free time, than while I was working a full-time job
outside of academia, and this utter lack of money and time was a genuine source of
humiliation. Granted, when I was working in higher education, I was broke, relatively
speaking, but at least I was home to pick up my kids from school and help them with
their homework. At least I could help around the house on the weekends. At least I
was able to visit friends and family over the holidays. But while I was with Family
Video, not only could I barely afford to pay the most basic of monthly utility bills, I
was also not home to help my kids study for tests. Not only could I not afford to help
my mother after she lost her job, but I couldn’t even take the time off needed to help
her move in with my grandmother. And when I did have a day or two off, I was too
damn tired to do anything constructive. In short, I felt impotent.

So, it was a truly rare occasion, while my family was away on a weekend trip to
Chicago, when I decided to treat myself to a little adult entertainment for the cost of
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seven dollars, or about 3/4s of my pathetic hourly wage, before “commission,” and
when Katie discovered the extra charge on our cable bill and pointedly asked me why
I couldn’t have simply rented a porno from work, rather than add seven dollars I
didn’t have onto an already excessive and wholly unnecessary cable bill, I felt like she
was criticizing and mocking my station in life. And perhaps rightfully so. Initially, I
pathetically attempted to deceive and deflect. I tried to play the victim. I accused
Katie of shaming me for having healthy sexual desires. But that wasn’t the case, at
all. At that moment, I felt sincere humiliation, like I’d rarely felt before. I was
humiliated that I had been caught, red-handed, ordering a pornographic movie, and
so I attempted to redirect the blame at Katie’s feet, rather than admit that it was I
who acted in error. And it wasn’t simply that I had been humiliated about being
caught ordering a porno, it was the humiliation of not being able to afford said
pornographic movie, it was the humiliation of working in a store that rented and sold
pornographic movies, it was the humiliation of failing at my previous jobs, it was the
humiliation of having to start all over again, at the age of 37. It was the humiliation of
realizing that all the bullshit that came before, the college degrees, the teaching
appointments, the writing publications, couldn’t protect me from falling flat on my
ass. I wish I could say that, in my moment of humility, I apologized to Katie, not
simply for charging a porno movie to our cable bill, but for failing to adequately
provide for our family, but I didn’t. At least, I didn’t that day. But later that afternoon,
I cancelled our cable service, and the day after that, I began to search for another job.
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Gravestone Gathering, Otherwise Known as a Booze Bloodetta
by Ashley Erwin
In-the-let’s-go-round-the-room-business-as-usual-meet-and-greet ‘cause it’s gonna be
real important to understand where all these cocksuckers are, good for the pacing
and what not, hate a little bit of yarn that don’t spell what’s what and who’s gonna if
ya gather my meaning….we’ll start in the two rows of church service folding chairs
closest to the burial, where “ Nola” Hattie, a Mason by marriage to the fallen brother
Samuel who came heavy-Chevy to the gravestone gathering with four of her best
loons known by most as the dip-n-dive crew, as in they’d dip in and dive out ‘fore ya
even stood a needle-in-a-haystack-chance of figuring a) what ‘em motherfuckers stole
or b) that ya’d even got robbed, ‘cause they’s some city-slick-smooth-shits and c)
they’s all four of ‘em just ‘bout the meanest set of pit vipers ever did get seen so’s if
there were a little hoohaa hall monitor running round feeling purty strong ‘bout that
sheen of brass on his or her shoulder and wanted to stop for a little investigate
concerning contents on personage, well they’s more like than not to go ahead and
curtail that right quick if ya gather my meaning.
Smooth as peanut butter, that lot. Hell, Diedra once saw ‘em gank the entire contents
of a Mountain Revival even though ever’ single one of ‘em bastards taking in the
Lawd were toting metal, slipped right down in ‘em tithe pocket books and dip
protected canisters and held open robbing season. So’s, couldn’t none of ‘em fuckers
get trusted, not by a long shot, not Benny “Brokeheart,” or “Easy” Ed, nor “Cool Cat”
Laine, and especially not that ratfuck “Shooter” Clayton, that Louisiana scumbag’d
steal ya, shoot ya, rob ya, then hold yar dead body ransom to the family. So’s
including little Nola Hattie, which makes five, that’s the first row. Left hand side.
To the right of ‘em in the kiddie-corral-caboose, ‘cause they’s all fourth generation
Wrong, were little “Buddy” Ripper Mason, “Cutty” Cody Mason, Tobias “Trouble”
Mason, and finally the only one worth a brain and the only reason they ever got
anything fucking done-“Baby” Bailey Mason, em’s Diedra’s dead Daddy’s brother’s
son’s son’s kids, who’d charged up to the Mount and the graveyard they’s all therein
in a 1996 skunk striped Dodge Neon from the outer banks of North Cakalaki with a
trunk full of big-dick-slinging-‘bout-fuck-all ‘cause weren’t a one of ‘em older than
nineteen, though all ‘em ink splotches covering arms, legs, neck, and face were just
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begging to differ, took up the rest of that first row. Which tacks that tally up to nine in
this supercalifragalisticespialidocious-non-stop-show-time-machine.
Now, behind ‘em, so’s that’s second row right side, were the Florida herd. All ten of
‘em. The gawdamn current stronghold of the Mason galère, the ever-since-Silas-diedtwenty-years-ago-and-Samuel’d-managed-to-get-the-Kentucky-side-endebted-in-thedope-business-which-were-profitable-but-a-helluva-lot-more-dangerous-green-backcharade-hence-all-these-fuckers-vying-for-a-piece-of-the-pie-shit-fuck-side, which
numbered in hyphen-named-lollapalooza and cranks out like such: Billy-Bob, LandraLynn, Ross-Robert, Clint-Cruthers, Carol-Crews, Tyler-Garth, Edna-Earl, DustyJones, Spence-Waylon, and the leader of the brood, Cohen-Loyd Mason otherwise
known as THE Dixie-Gator-Gang, AND who, each and ever’ one of ‘em, specialized in
the revolving door of fucking shit up, TO WHICH, that’s exactly what they come to do,
ergo the numbers and the brawn and the loaded down trucks and the knee-deepwade-in-trouble-water each of ‘em carried with.
And as for the rest of the smattering, that poor plenty that truly believed since
Samuel’s body’d turnt up quartered Breaking Bad style in a barrel over there at
Kelvin Cooperage with his feet cut off and his head still yet to be found, that there
were a fighting chance they’s gonna to keep ‘em filthy mitts intact on the family
business, which included that bumbling drunk cuss, Roy Leland, standing at the front
right next to the grave currently going on and on ‘bout brother Samuel’s
contributions, and ‘em lard fat boys who’d hung to the juice so long they’s a set of bad
stand-ins for Vegas Elvis lined up right yonder behind that Gator Gang, and then
there were all ‘em Mss Samuel’d littered with mouth-breathers, all ‘em lasses saddled
up like rhinestone whores on this week’s episode of Evangelical Housewives ‘cause
work weren’t something they did and TV time the new religion JUST beyond the
crowd by that ole stone fence Silas’ Daddy Gideon’d built in the year 1906 when the
family were in the honest affairs of whiskey peddling, which PRETTY much gives an
all hands on deck breakdown…
…Excepting that ONE, that lone wolf come back to the fold, that been-gone-for-tenyears-for-good-reason-‘til-the-year-of-the-dog-back-in-her-favor-holding-that-Johnny
Appleseed-salute, which is a GOAL. A RIGHT. AND A NEED TO PROVE…Diedra
Mason. Daughter of Silas Mason, the man who’d died twenty some odd years ago,
which’d contributed it’s fair share to the current political climate of GET FUCKED,
and sister of Samuel Mason. A woman, whose face were where happiness went to die,
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whose shriveled up temple framed overtop drawn on worm brows, iron-clamped
‘tween two porcupine black beads that’d pricked skeptical on all that moved, which
served as overhang to a shelf-cured mound of meat that hadn’t never looked good but
that’d turned left at worse two years back, and who were, of course, cursing ever’
spot and spell of that damned sister-in-law and her four tag-a-long goons as nothing
more than a flip and fuck scenario. MEANING, she’d ever’ bit of intention on doing
just that. Flipping ‘em against and fucking ‘em all. A WOMAN who’d decided
Sunday’s finest for her brother’s funeral, which she never did fucking like not even
when he were clomping back mash bill air over the family still, a faded coal Metallica
t-shirt under faded coal black Bibs, which, truth be told were what all this ‘bout
nohow….that she’d got fucked out of a birthright, as in prior to a little takeover that
we’ll get to directly, the still’d passed down the line to the first born ever’ generation
since ‘fore the damned state of KENTUCKY’D been settled and for some reason or
another that went to a side stepping when it one seat away from her time which were
WHY that fishmouth of hers spread Grand Canyon wide over ‘em chipped old-dawgdecaying-teeth, weren’t here to have. None. Of. This. Shit. As in the fighting and the
rambling and the vying for top DAWG spot. ‘Cause according to her, since her brother
were soon to be maggot meat, it were her dynasty to take over nohow and there
weren’t a bastard standing round that grave, including little Miss Nola Hattie who
were gonna convince her otherwise!
Naw, that fractured clavicle pencil sharpening ever’ breath her lungs took weren’t
here to listen ‘bout what a good man her brother were or hear what ‘em other
numbfucks’d hillbilly spout ‘bout where the blood lines gonna go, weren’t interested
in getting fed that rock candy shit, couldn’t care less ‘bout any of that. Naw, all she
wanted were what were rightfully hers. The old family still way out there in Carter
County, the land and limestone that were somehow gifted and give'd under false
pretenses by a half mad Gideon on his deathbed to Silas’s numbnut brother, Cohen
Mason, that Florida faction fool. What she and her cousin Larjean’d worked out over
the phone.
Now, for the novice out there in the crowd, let’s just go spelling out a couple of things
right clear, right here, it were Diedra that’d legit-as-fuck worked her way into the
heart of darkness tribe of bad shit boogie over there in Hazard, it were she that’d
faced the smell of acid dripping off can’t-do-it-right flesh and it were she that’d made
the trips back and forth, prior to her little cabin sabbatical, all that way to Louisville
for late night rendezvous with unseemly sorts at dive bars cops’d just raided. And
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poker fire hot, it were she that’d blown the seedy-shit-mire motel door full open with a
door buster, after Larjean’d phoned word that Papa Silas’d took a meeting of his own
over there at Hanging Horse Lodge with brother Cohen all ‘em years ago.
And just so we’s all—ZOOM IN MAGNIFIED CLEAR, all this shit boiled down to
REMEMBER were a passed over birth right, something Diedra couldn’t abide no
more. Not then. And sure as shit not now. Which were why she’d popped open that
door, twenty years back, and slammed a series of meat-slugs into Silas, her daddy’s
bird chest and then Goonie-MacGyver-assembled a noose out of a Granny pink lamp
cord and figure-four-leg-locked-down Arbor Press tight on that spritey fuck that were
doing double time on Daddy dong, THAT, I found-love-for-the-first-time-AOL-chatbullshit sort of country dumb that were gonna find trouble no matter where she lived
or what she did, and went to work battling against her little clopping kindergarten
chomp hams, those tiny-baby-corn-crunch crossing mitts fighting spider-monkey
hard on not ending up like love-of-my-life-old-man-blues who were dying there in the
corner, which all ended just as the newspaper claimed…A BOOZE BLOODETTA
SHAMED THE TOWN OF LOUISVILLE LAST NIGHT.
The thing that’d run Diedra out of town.
So’s when the word’d got back to her ‘bout brother Samuel’s demise, she knew it in
the blood. Knew that weren’t nobody standing chance at profit over the loss of a
Mason quite like the stone’s throw reach of let’s say a bereaved widow or a vice-gripcountry-power-trip-aging-Uncle, or the come-up-rip-n-run-kid-Keonard traveling
heavy tact on that kiddie-corral-caboose. Knew it sure as she knew how the day were
gonna end up there at that family plot. WHICH. BRINGS. US. Back to the task at
hand…where Cohen feeling that little bit of anger twitch IGNITE started eyeing that
niece come back to the fold asking hisself “why, oh my, oh my” in Tommy Lee Jones
spew, with little Mrs. Nola Hattie doing quite “for the ever loving Gawd” same chew
under her Sunday-big-rim-hat-best, with “Baby” Baily Mason staring cross eyed
drunker than a cooper’s cat, that coloring of all ‘em years of pickle wearing
Ghostbuster “Slimer” green on his young-enough-to-not-know-just-how-fucked-thisall’s-‘bout-be frame, as all four, that’s the three PLUS Diedra, knew this gravestone
gathering were ‘bout to break out cell block brawl wide in 1…2…AND…3…WHERE
Diedra filling up on that cool mountain breeze busted back maverick-bar hard on
decide, as in, drop-the-lever-set-‘em-bastards-free. Ever’. Single. One. Of. Them.
And in supersonic high velocity speed she let loose BUDDY, Friday night football
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pile’d on with a from the ring high wrestler sprawl right into the middle of that
Florida Dixie Gang, knowing full well all but three of ‘em weren’t right enough in the
head to give up a that good fight, ROBO cop clobbered down a hammer she’d pulled
from her pickup on Billy-Bob, Landra-Lynn, Ross-Robert, Clint-Cruthers, and CarolCrews, smashing skulls and boots and bones into one another in right unnatural ways
and that were just the start…see, ‘cause couldn’t none of the faction go to sitting
round once a thing like that got going…oh NAW, there’s bad blood spilt ‘tween all three
lots, which were just what Diedra were counting on weren’t it…oh yes, indeed, she
knew it weren’t gonna take but one swan dive ‘fore the chaos got going and bet yar
bottom dollar it didn’t ‘cause Tyler-Garth and Edna-Earl there from the Florida Dixie
Gator Gang accidentally bumped into the Kiddie Corral Caboose in the row in front of
‘em knocking “Buddy” Ripper Mason and “Cutty” Cody Mason in the head with a
flying elbow which sent this shit to Boot-scoot-and-boogie-real-quick, with TylerGarth, Edna-Earl, Dusty-Jones and Spence-Waylon (that Florida Gang) large and in
charge chugging after revenge, both of ‘em pulling out sharp shooters that Yosemite
Sam’d out bowling ball holes in the side of can’t-quite-pull-the-trigger-fast-enoughquick-and-the-dead-Benny “Brokeheart” (Nola Hattie’s lot) ‘cause, ya know, cross
fires, and WELL that sent the spiral to shit-stirred-mean, didn’t it, ‘cause “Easy” Ed
and “Cool Cat” Lain were sure fire primed and ready to Last-of-the-Mohican-dagger
pull on some Crocodile Dundee blades out their belt buckles and Inglorious-Bastardout with hunting scalp season, all shaving and stabbing and poking and hunting AND
Baby “Baily” Mason didn’t take too kindly to that no matter how drunk he were,
pulled a lone ranger long gun from off his hip and went to just Paul Bunyan driving
folks down. Shot that ratfuck “Shooter” Clayton right ‘tween the beedies, which
pumpkin pie fell to the ground with a PLOP right next to little Nola Hattie, then
turned that 20’ some-out-degrees to where Cohen-Loyd Mason stood and buckfirebacked a fucking Burger King whopper on his ass, which sent him end-of-the-road
spiraling into dead Grandpappy Silas’ gravestone, which American-Psycho-shimmiedthis-shit-show-to-a-free-for-all WHERE “Easy” Ed and “Cool Cat” Lain couldn’t pull ‘em
sheens fast enough ‘fore Baby “Baily” there went for the reload, clipped both their
asses right the clear. FUCK. OFF, leaving the tally to a loathsome three with just him.
Nola. And Diedra to stand amidst the mess. And just like the sensible lot they were—
a ceasefire agreed, well, agreed IN THAT Diedra double-crossed-Jesse-James-out that
sawed off she’d holstered behind her back and ended both those fucker’s dreams.
And that right there, folks is the best Gawdamn Booze Bloodetta yar ever gonna see.
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On the Railroad Tracks
by Julia Nunnally Duncan
It wasn't just curiosity that drove Lee to the railroad tracks that Monday evening,
though being an eight-year-old, he was naturally curious. After all, how often did such
a tragedy happen in his community? And since he feared he knew the victim, he
couldn't help but go to the scene of the accident.
Earlier that day he was working on his second pair of shoes when the man who
wore the brown oxfords said to him, “Did you hear what happened on the railroad
tracks?” And the man nodded toward the tracks just beyond them.
“What?” he asked as he buffed the right shoe and lifted his towhead to look at
the man.
“They say a man got hit by a train coming through yesterday morning. That’s
what I heard.”
“Who?” he asked, his blue eyes wide.
“Well, Shine,” the man said, “I don’t reckon they’ve said yet. At least I ain’t
heard them say. I imagine it would be hard to tell who he was; might not have been
much left to recognize. We’ll be hearing something soon, though, I reckon.”
Lee wondered who was hit by that train. Likely it was somebody he knew since
most folks knew each other in the Clinchfield cotton mill village, where his family
lived, and here in Greasy Corner, where he worked as a shoeshine boy. Why, he might
even have shined that man’s shoes. Strange to think of such a thing.
Accidents weren’t uncommon in these parts. Though it had happened before
his time, his sister Esther had been hit by a Model T, driven by a door-to-door Victrola
salesman, when she was four. She and her older sister Hazel were walking home from
the company store when the car sideswiped her and dragged her on the road. She
spent the night of the accident in the county hospital on Main Street in town, where
the gash in her head was stitched. Nineteen years old and married now, she still had
cinders embedded in her scalp.
And he could not foresee what would befall him in the coming year. One evening
he would be leaving Greasy Corner for the day, his pocket full of nickels he’d earned,
ready to cross the highway and walk the short distance to his home in the mill village.
He, too, would be slammed by a negligent driver. His injuries would land him in the
hospital, black-and-blue from head to toe, his broken leg in traction.
But that catastrophe was yet to come. On this mid-August day, he waited for his
customers to come out of the barbershop, the men sporting a fresh shave and a
haircut, their hair tonic perfuming the air. Some might have even taken a shower,
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though men from the mill, including his daddy, came on Saturdays for that. A weekly
shower was one of his daddy’s few luxuries, the eleven other people in his household
taking their baths at home in a big galvanized tub hidden behind the kitchen
woodstove.
At noon, he decided to pick up his shoeshine box and go home to see what his
mama had cooked for dinner. His daddy would be home from the mill, where he
worked as an overseer in the card room, and his sister Hazel, back home after
separating from her husband, would also come from the mill to eat. His oldest brother
Dub would likely get his meal at a café in town. Dub had been talking about joining the
Army, having registered last year for the draft, and planned to enlist next month. All
the others in the household would be there: Belle, his oldest sister, and her husband
and daughter; his older sister Virginia; and his older brothers Archie and Carl and
little brother Ray. As always, his mama would have a crowd for dinner.
As soon as he stepped inside their mill house, he caught the aroma of creamed
corn and cornbread. His mama would also likely have a pot of savory green beans and
a plateful of juicy sliced tomatoes. Her vegetable garden had been bountiful this
summer.
He entered the large kitchen and saw his mama bent over to remove the
cornbread from the oven of their woodstove. The rest of the family had already
claimed their places at the long table, so he would have to pull up an extra chair to
squeeze in beside his daddy, who had cotton sticking to the stubble on his face and in
his thin dark hair. The room was warm from the wood fire, but windows in the house
were open to let out the heat.
As he sat down amongst his family, his mama set aside the cast-iron skillet of
cornbread to let it cool. She then eased the thick golden-brown cake into a plate,
sliced it, and set it and the rest of the food on the table.
“Mama,” he said, and she looked at him. She seemed tired, her dark chestnut
hair pinned in a bun behind her head, a few wavy strands having escaped and fallen
about her shoulders. She stood with her left hand on her hip, her back bothering her
again, he could tell. She wore her favorite cotton housedress—pink with a floral print
—that Esther had given her for her birthday in April. A faded apron was tied around
her waist to protect her dress.
His mama rarely sat down with the rest of the family to eat a meal. She always
stood close by, making sure everybody else was fed. The only time he knew of her to
sit at the table was on the Sundays when the Baptist preacher came to dinner after
church. Then she and his daddy and the older family members sat with the preacher
and ate the feast she had prepared: chicken and dumplings, creamed corn, creamed
potatoes, sliced or canned tomatoes, biscuits, and a chocolate cake, with tea or coffee
to drink. While the older ones ate their meal, the young’uns sat on the back steps and
waited for the leftovers, which were always plentiful.
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“What is it, honey?” she asked. She called everybody honey—including door-todoor salesmen and hoboes. She had always had a soft spot in her heart for hoboes,
giving them something to eat—a plate of pinto beans, a slab of cornbread, and a glass
of buttermilk—whatever she had left over from her family’s meal—when they jumped
off a train and came to her back door. Dub had told him the hoboes knew who would
feed them, and they spread the word about which house to come to.
“Did you hear about somebody getting killed on the railroad tracks yesterday?”
“No, honey,” she said. “Was it a hobo, you reckon?”
“I don’t know, Mama. I just heard it was a man got killed.”
“Lord, bless him,” she said. His mama was a Christian woman who studied her
Bible every night by lamplight in their living room. She would likely pray for the man
tonight.
“I think I might go up to the tracks to see what I can see,” he said.
“I wouldn’t do that, honey,” she said. “The family might not think it was right.”
He looked at his daddy to see his response, but his daddy kept his head down,
his attention on his food. He would be the first to dip into the blackberry cobbler and
the first to push his chair back from the table so he might have a few minutes to
smoke a cigarette on the front porch before he returned to the mill.
Lee knew his mama still thought of him as a young’un—and indeed he was only
eight—but he considered himself much older. After all, he was able to save his own
money now to buy his overalls from the company store and pay his way to the movies.
“I just want to see what happened, Mama.”
“Well, you’ll do what you want to, Lee,” she said, knowing he had a mind of his
own.
“I heard something,” Virginia said.
“About the accident?” he asked.
“It happened near Lander’s store, I heard tell,” she said. She was as spunky as
he was and tended to know everybody’s business.
“It did?” he asked. Why, Lander’s general store was one of the popular
businesses in Greasy Corner. He had often gone into the wooden store building to get
a pack of Juicy Fruit chewing gum or a bottle of RC Cola. The proprietor’s son
Jennings, who managed the store, had taken a liking to Lee and always gave him a
Jawbreaker from the candy jar.
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“They say it might have been the Lander man. And I noticed their store was
closed today.”
Lee set down his fork, a chunk of fried okra still speared on the tines. Come to
think of it, he hadn’t seen anybody going in or coming out of the store this morning.
“Which Lander man?” he asked. Not Jennings, he hoped. He had just seen
Jennings on Saturday afternoon standing behind the store counter, wearing his crisp
white shirt and black necktie, his black hair perfectly parted and slicked back with
Brylcreem. When Jennings saw Lee coming through the front door, he flashed his
bright smile. And he wore some of the finest shoes around—two-tone wingtips like
Cary Grant would wear—which he let Lee shine occasionally. Lee took special care
with these shoes, making sure he didn’t smear black polish, which he applied to the
toe and sides of each shoe, onto the white leather that surrounded the white lace.
After he buffed the leather with his brush, he took the shine cloth and worked briskly
with both hands, making the shoes shine like glass. When he finished, Jennings
always handed him a dime, saying it was the best shoeshine job he’d ever had.
“The good-looking one,” Virginia said and stirred him from his memory. He’d
noticed that Virginia, almost thirteen now, had been spending a lot of time at the
store. He suspected she might be sweet on Jennings, though she was still mostly a
tomboy, and Jennings was married and bound to be in his twenties.
“You mean Jennings,” he said, and his heart sank to say it. He had admired
Jennings for being a successful businessman. He thought of himself as a
businessman, too, with his shoeshine job. But someday he would leave the mill village.
He didn’t want to be stuck in the mill like his daddy, who seemed to work all the time.
No. He would have a more exciting job like working for the riding devices or
performing for the Grand Ole Opry. His sister Audrey, who had married and moved to
another mill town, had taught him some chords on the guitar, and he had a pretty fair
voice, too. He could not see his future now, but at eleven he would travel with R.C. Lee
Rides and operate the Ferris wheel, and at thirteen he would hitchhike to Nashville,
Tennessee, to visit the Ryman Auditorium and watch the Grand Ole Opry in person.
He would eventually enlist in the Air Force and spend twenty years traveling to
faraway places like Japan and Greenland. While in the military, he would perform on
stage, winning talent competitions with his comedic guitar playing and singing.
Though he couldn’t see what lay ahead of him, he someway knew that he was
destined for an adventurous life.
The table was quiet for a while, the family eating silently, his daddy having left
for his smoke. Then his mama spoke, as if she’d thought about it for a spell, “Well, if
that’s so, we need to pray for that boy’s family. To lose a child is the greatest loss of
all.”
As he matured, Lee would better understand this observation, often reflecting
later that his mama had lost a son Earl to colitis when the baby was not quite fifteen
months old. That death was four years before Lee was born, so he never knew this
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brother. But most of his older siblings remembered Earl sadly, and he knew his mama
and daddy must have suffered greatly at their son’s death. Decades later, he too
would suffer such a keen loss when his daughter Lorraine died of cancer at forty-two.
Only then would he truly appreciate his mama’s wisdom those many years ago.
But for the moment, as an eight-year-old, he could think only of his own regret
that his friend Jennings might have been killed.
“Are you sure, Virgine?” he asked his sister. She concentrated on her meal, her
shock of dark wavy hair nearly touching the food, and spooned a second helping of
creamed corn into her plate. She had the appetite of a field hand, but stayed as lean
and sinewy as a boy. She took a bite of corn and then a swig of milk to wash it down.
“What I heard,” she said and wiped her mouth with the back of her hand.
“But how?” he asked.
“He was on the railroad tracks, and he got hit. All I know,” she said and
shrugged her shoulders.
Maybe she wasn’t sweet on Jennings after all, he thought, for how little she
seemed to care at the moment. Virginia was the toughest girl he knew, and he
admired that. But her lack of interest now in something so important riled him.
That evening after work he wandered up to the railroad tracks and ambled
along, balancing on a steel rail. Maybe he did see some blood on a cross tie. And
maybe he saw a bit of torn cloth on the edge of the tracks.
But maybe he just imagined it.
As he grew weary and bored, he remembered something about Jennings. One
Saturday evening before he went home, he saw Jennings take off down the tracks,
walking somewhere alone.
He ran to catch up with Jennings, and the man said, “No, you go on back now,
Shine. You ain’t got any business following me where I’m headed.”
“Where you going?” Lee asked.
“Well, some might say to Hell,” Jennings said under his breath. But Lee heard.
It seemed the man was cursing. Or maybe he was preaching. “You go on back now. I’ll
give you a’ extra Jawbreaker next time you come in the store.”
“I’ll go along with you,” Lee said. But Jennings slung his arm like he was
brushing off a fly, so Lee turned and headed home.
*
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Soon enough, news spread throughout the mill village that Jennings Lander,
the manager of Lander’s General Merchandise, had been killed by a train on Sunday
morning around 6 a.m. People speculated about the condition of Jennings’ body. Some
said he was dragged a piece; others declared the train made a mess of his body, and
nothing much remained on the tracks. A few said the family found the body Sunday
morning, and it was removed—or parts of it—before anybody started nosing around.
In any case, Lee knew sure enough that his friend had been killed. The funeral
was held, and Jennings’ remains were buried at Oak Grove Cemetery just beyond
town.
Lander’s store stayed closed a few days, a white floral wreath hanging on the
front screen door. Lee wouldn’t have cared to go in there anyway, now that his friend
wouldn’t be waiting for him behind the counter. That store would never be the same
for him.
The rain set in and cast a gloomy pall over the village that was already
darkened by the train accident. By Saturday the sky had cleared.
That Saturday night, he sat at his daddy’s knee in their living room, and along
with others in the family they listened to the Grand Ole Opry on their Atwater Kent
radio. Throughout the mill village, other families likewise listened, and with their
front doors open, the sounds of the Grand Ole Opry filled the balmy night air. Though
many young’uns in the village stayed outside playing as long as they could, Lee
treasured this time inside with his daddy and hoped they would hear Uncle Dave
Macon singing “Carve That Possum.”
When the radio show was over, he asked his daddy, “Why you reckon some
people die so young?” This had troubled him all week, and he had longed to talk to his
daddy about it.
His daddy looked down with solemn brown eyes and in a quiet voice said, “I
don’t know, Son.”
“I don’t either, Daddy,” he said.
Little did he know that in three short years the house would be emptier upon
the loss of his beloved father, dead at only fifty-two years old from a cerebral
hemorrhage.
The newspaper said Jennings was twenty-five when he died.
But the newspaper didn’t say everything. More details spread around town in
the talk of men and the whisperings of women. Apparently Jennings had been at a
local beer joint drinking heavily the night before the accident. He staggered back
home on the railroad tracks, and when he grew too tired to walk, he lay down and fell
asleep on the tracks. He was just a few steps away from his store. Some said that
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Jennings deserved what he got for being out carousing and bringing shame to his
family.
A week after the accident, Lee walked across the highway and up to the
Southern Railroad tracks. The rest of his family was worshipping at the Baptist
church in the village, but he managed to slip out of the house before his mama noticed
him. He meant to be good—he really did—but sometimes he just needed to get out on
his own. It would always be this way with him—something restless inside of him that
drove him to try new things.
As he stood on the tracks in the morning sun, a cool breeze passed over him
like the breath of a ghost. Fall would be here soon and the long summer days of his
eighth year over forever.
Something caught his eye, and he reached down to pick it up.
Could it be? he wondered with a mix of excitement and unsettling recognition.
It was a shard of bone, three inches long. He held it in his hand and studied it in
the bright sunlight. He was certain what he had found.
This is a part of you, Jennings, he thought and stuck the bone in his bib pocket.
He wanted to take it home to show his family, but what would his mama think?
When he placed his palm over his chest and felt the hard bone beneath the
cloth, he thought, If I’d gone with you last Saturday, Jennings, I could have kept you
safe; got you off the tracks. I wouldn’t have left you there alone.
But if he had done this, he would have had to answer to his mama when he
came home the next morning, especially if she found out where he’d been. How many
times, after some mischief, had he hid underneath his and his brothers’ bed and
latched onto the bedsprings to avoid his mama’s switch? Sometimes she managed to
pull him from under the bed, and she didn’t spare the rod. But her wrath would have
been worth it if he could have helped Jennings.
He sat down on the rail and let the breeze tousle his silver-blond hair.
“I would’ve helped you, Jennings,” he said. And he looked up at the cloudless
blue sky. “I know you ain’t in Hell, like some might say,” he added.
He stayed on the railroad tracks for a while, thinking about things he couldn’t
yet understand. Then he headed back home for Sunday dinner.
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Glow Worm
by Ty Hall

(previously published by Anti-Heroin Chic)

It was a fling until her sister flung herself off a hotel balcony in Mexico. Then it was
cemented. That was the night she told me she loved me. She told me she loved me like
it was an accident, caught up in the moment, tangled together on the couch.
She never let me in her bed, not at first anyway. She said she didn’t let any men
in her bed. I didn’t believe her, seeing from the hallway purple velvet Velcro hand
restraints wrapped around her headboard’s posts. She said with a wink that those
were for girls (it turns out we share one in common, just not at the same time) and I
believed her. I believed her when she said she loved me, too, like a conqueror who
believes those he subdued are loyal to the new throne. I believed her when she
whispered it and covered her mouth as if in politeness after a faux pas, lying exposed
on her back. She grinned with duper’s delight. She’d said she didn’t love anyone
anymore.
She’d spoken of love the day before. She had a habit of being seasonally
obsessive. In February, for example, she’d ornamented the house with hearts, and in
March she’d adorned the halls with shamrocks. This month it was pumpkins. There
were at least 30 pumpkins on the back porch of her house. We were sitting out there
smoking cigarettes when she said she thinks love is like a pumpkin, as smoke escaped
her nostrils like souls from inverted crematorium smokestacks.
“Why’s that?”
“Just look at them,” she said, gesturing across the gourd-pocked landscape
with her cigarette. “They’ve got a tough, rind-y exterior which, when it’s cut, gets all
messy and everything falls out. And people give them nasty faces to scare everyone
away. But despite all that, when they cut it open and spill the seeds all over the place,
and carve the scary faces to keep other people or demons at bay, they feel the need to
light a fire in them until they’re eventually left out to rot. Oh!” she added as an
afterthought, “Those potential pumpkins that are seeds get literally chewed up and
spit out, sometimes. Love, and those in it, are like a pumpkin.”
She told me about a time she was five, soon after her dad had disappeared. She
was standing on the balcony of a motel in San Antonio, looking out over the railing at
the illuminated pool with shadows of floating leaves and bandages and cans. She held
in her tiny hands her favorite toy—a little green Playskool glow worm. It looked like a
green bean or pea pod with a cherub’s head and nightcap on top, and when you
squeezed it, it lit up. She squeezed it and wanted a better look over the railing, so she
stepped her little foot up on the rail three inches off the ground and slipped and
grabbed the railing to stabilize herself. That’s when she dropped the glow worm.
She watched it fall, bounce, and ricochet all the way down the cement. Its light
when out. There were tears in her eyes when she said, “And it never lit up again.” She
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instantly threw herself into me, sobbing and kissing simultaneously, and asked if I’d
choke her. And slap her around a little. I didn’t want to, but that’s exactly what I did.
She found out about her sister’s apparent suicide when the two-day husband
called her up and very matter-of-factly laid out the details. He said that she'd been
acting strange. That she left dinner early to go back to the hotel room. There was
something about screaming, or shouting, and maybe the husband was there or he
wasn’t but the downstairs tenants sure heard something—at least that was in the
policía report. That, and her body was flat on the pavement.
There was no autopsy. Mexican hospital. The body would be repatriated in an
urn. This roused her suspicions even further, and she was sure the husband had
drugged her. None of it added up, she said. It was nothing like her sister to jump off a
building. Her sister was the good one. She told me about the nights their dad would
come into their room when she was four and close the door and crawl into bed with
her sister, smelling like booze.
We got drunk that night on Canadian whiskey. About two hours in she took a
photo album out and showed me pictures of her and her sister that she said she’d
never shown anybody else. I didn’t believe her. She told me she loved me again and
told her I loved her too because that’s what she needed to hear, and for the first time
since I’d known her I saw her soften. Not give in or succumb like she was accustomed
to doing, but brighten and collapse at the same time.
But then over time she began to become all the anger and angst and
uncertainty of the 90s. She’d smoke weed until she was hoarse and then ask me to get
rougher, sometimes make tacos or whiskey runs, or to go down to the train tracks
with her to hop the train and see where it took us. The night I accidentally gave her a
black eye she said she’d be getting off on it for days.
After a while, she either forgot or didn’t care about the conspiracy surrounding
her sister’s death, and wanted to go out somewhere.
“You wanna do something?”
“Like what?”
She stood up and walked out to the porch where all the pumpkins were. “I hate
these things,” she said. “Let’s go to the bridge. Let’s load up your truck bed and take
them down to the bridge and throw them off the bridge and smash them to pieces.
Every last one.”
And that’s exactly what we did.
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To the Wasteland Draws the Dawn
by Hetch Litman
“…but what a savage and beautiful country lies in between.”—Ackerman
West Virginia, Late Spring, 1971
Caleb Castellaw was fourteen that too hot spring day when his older brother
died of Leukemia in the family room turned hospice. He was fifteen the very next day;
the day his father rose from bed, took a mechanic’s single pound ball peen hammer to
his mama, one strike from behind to the temple, while she sat at the table applying
make-up to tear-filled eyes, a woman who had just lost half of her offspring. He then
sat across from her, as quiet as surrounding dawn, only the blood on the family table
between them, and ate a bullet — blowing the back of his skull and his brains all over
the small, clean, blue and white kitchen on Firelight Lane in Hanging Dog, West
Virginia.
Caleb had been lying in his bed when he heard that gunshot. He did not know at
the time that his brother was already dead, blue and stiff, and had been since the
evening before, when the local church was filled with evensong. He had not left his
room while his parents fought throughout the night, their harsh whispers an
unknowable language through thin walls. The only words he could discern were his
mother’s tormented shouts, “He’s still here. He’s still here.” He did not know, once
that shot rang out, that he was now all that was left living in the small house. Four
reduced to one. A family reduced to a boy. That understanding would come later.
The sound had startled him, clear and precise, instantly definable. He stood,
shaking, where someplace inside of his mind a grizzly picture show ran on a loop and
in an undefinable moment he could already picture the scene. All that was left was to
find out which one. He opened the door with a slim, trembling hand and went down
the mirrored hall, bare feet on hardwood.
The hallway opened into the den which afforded a view to the small kitchen
beyond. First, he saw his brother, the white sheet featuring small bright golden
daisies had been pulled up beneath his arms, the exposed skin of his hands, arms and
face even in the firelight were light blue, as pale as well water. The fireplace was
stoked and raging, freshly fueled and too hot as if someone was trying to draw the life
back into the body by scaring it with flame, attempting to prevent its escape. The
machine, the one that his mama called “the vitals,” had been left on but was noiseless,
the single flat line scrolling across its small square face, the numbers all blinking
eights like some mad apocryphal mathematician robot heralding the end of things.
Beyond, the lights in the kitchen were switched on and he saw blood pooling on
the floor, and more on the walls, bright as new Christmas lights. The left side of his
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mother’s skull was caved in. Beyond her his father’s form, awkward in the kitchen
chair, slumped like a child’s forgotten doll, head lulled to the side, eyes open wide in
abject horror or maybe a warning against something that only they could see. His
eyes were the thing that Caleb would remember most, vacant and staring towards the
blood as if searching some terrible atlas of whatever place his soul was compelled but
unwilling to visit.
There was a smell that made him think of hunting. The scent of gunpowder and
meat when they collide. He retched, and then slid down the wall and stayed that way.
He could not draw his eyes away from that which was before him and thought he
might even be able to see where their blood mingled like great red rivers across a
creased map of hell itself.
He did not hear the police when they finally came, the battering on the door. He
did not see them clearly when they were there with him, only some illusion of blue
forms, like dim and distorted hauntings, shapes as vacant as a closed-up church. He
did not feel their hands on him, them lifting and his struggling. He did not even hear
his own screams as he was taken from the home and to the hospital.

Ohio, Summer
The sweet-bay magnolia stood in the center of the yard, its branches distended
from the soil like long fingers, something clawing out of the earth, a vengeful will to
live, the flowers luminous and fragrant in the moonlight. He had been at his uncle’s
property on the mountainside the entire day now and had not even seen the man. He
sat in one of the two chairs on the porch silent and unmoving, his hands and
everything beyond silvered by the moon. His suitcase, all that was left to him in the
world, there next to him, one wheel in a crease of wood as if it were unsteady but
trying to remain upright.
Caleb woke, startled to find his uncle, Wilbur, sitting there in the other chair, a
beat-up blue Ford having appeared in the driveway, sharpening a long knife and
regarding him with a look of menace.
“You look like that son of a bitch, but you look like her, too.”
Wilbur Castellaw had the markings of a wild man—his hair was long and
unkempt, bi-eyed, one green and one brown, large shoulders, and hands thick with
corded muscle and veins. His words were as brimstone accompanied by some tangible
hate. Caleb smelled whiskey, sweat, and cheap cologne that failed to cover them up.
“Something your daddy,” Wilbur spit on the ground, “did not understand, boy,
was that you never,” he slid the blade across the stone as if in exclamation, “ever,” it
crossed the oiled stone again, “go against your blood. Not ever.”
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Caleb felt like an insect under those eyes, scrutinized and ready to be pinned to
a corkboard and slid under clean glass for later appraisal. His uncle had been a
gunner in Korea and brought back religion with him like some strange tidings from
war; tidings twisted with violence and threat and he wore them, so his mama had
said, like a rattler wore its fangs.
“You and I, we is gonna get along alright, I reckon, so long as you keep your
faith in two things—the Lord and me.” His voice was deep and brusque. He directed
the sharp point of the knife at himself and then he smiled and pointed it at Caleb. “Or I
will be the bearer of hellfire like you ain’t never seen. If you love me, keep my fucking
commandments. So sayeth the Lord your God.” Then they were quiet, measuring each
other for wear and broken parts.
“You ain’t much to look at, boy, too much like him but you got your mamas eyes.
Just like corn leaves in early summer.” For Caleb there was no comfort in his words
only a flood of memories.
“For seventeen you as small and thin as a pup. But we can work on that.
Diligent hands rule, laziness ends in forced labor.”
With that Wilbur stood and pushed the knife though his belt, dropping the oiled
stone. It came to rest at Caleb’s feet, wet and glowing there in the moonlight like some
artifact or prophecy made by one with evil intent; one that communes with devils.
Caleb stood, gathered up his suitcase and followed Wilbur inside, reminding himself
that his uncle was a preacher.
The hallway led into the living room. There were glass enclosures on the far
wall, each looked like it had a snake in it. Wilbur didn’t even have to turn around to
know what Caleb was looking at.
“Some of them is poisonous and some ain’t. I ain’t gonna tell ya which ones so
you don’t mess around with them. They all belong to the congregation.” He raised his
arms wide and turned, “They shall cast out devils. They shall take up serpents. It
shall not hurt them.” Then he smiled at Caleb. “Don’t worry, boy, you’ll handle ‘em
too.”
#
The next evening, dark was coming on and with it the early summer storm that
had been threatening the mountain. Caleb stood where he was told, outside the pig
pen, his small thin hands on the worn hewn rail, fingers tracking the scarred wood.
Wilbur stood just inside the gate, his back to him, a bolt gun in his hand held
motionless at his side, and in the firelight the blade stuck through his belt glinted as if
dipped in blood. When he entered the pen, the pigs all moved together, gathering
themselves into the far corner. Caleb watched as his uncle crossed towards them
then, pointing at each in turn, flicking the bolt gun as if playing some macabre
children’s game. Then he turned, looking back over his shoulder, and their eyes met
for one indefinable moment, and Caleb saw the firelight commune there with them as
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if passing on some dark secret that only things borne of destruction understood and
Caleb’s unease reconstructed itself, mutating into something more akin to terror.
When the pig was down and motionless, the others crying a sound like scared
babies, Wilbur instructed Caleb to help drag the hog to the summer kitchen, a small
open-ceilinged brick building around the back of the barn.
There was movement when they passed the barn and Caleb saw a girl there, a
might older than him, shrink back like a flame to a warm breeze. Wilbur saw his
movement and said, “That’s Zennea and she’s my property.”
The swinging bulb cast knives of shadow about the room like souls of the
disembodied. New pig blood on top of old, taking Caleb back to that day in the kitchen.
Here was another atlas, more rivers drawn in blood this time behind his bloodsplattered uncle. Outside the pigs continued to scream.
#
“So, you’re his nephew?” Zennea asked, as she pushed her small chin in the
direction of Wilbur nodding on the couch, her voice barely above a whisper.
“What’s wrong with him?” Caleb asked.
“Nothing. He’s just all doped up. Heroin most likely, though he has been known
to take pills,” she gestured at the air.
Caleb didn’t know what to say to that, so he said nothing at all. He just looked at
her. She was pretty, there was no denying that. Hair the color of corn silk, bright blue
eyes and a slim neck. Her mouth quirked up at the edges when she talked.
She looked at him conspiratorially, “You want to get out of here?”
He looked towards his uncle. “He said we ain’t to leave.”
“He ain’t gonna be up no time soon, I don’t think.” She walked, and he followed
her out the door. Her summer dress in the sunlight was filled with small blue flowers,
and she wore it pressed and clean. Where she went he followed, a pecking order
defined and accepted.
The next two weeks went along just that way. Whenever Wilbur was gone or
asleep, they would leave together to the river or the outlook where you could see a
hundred miles in all directions. They would sit, talk and watch the world go by. These
were the only two places she ever wanted to go. She loved the river with its
maelstrom of foaming water, but her favorite place in the world was the mountain
top, the peak above the outlook.
The morning was for the water, and where they swam, river wood had
fashioned a dam like gathered bones from some colossus washed down from the
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higher peaks, the water quickly moving on the other side, stopped by whatever magic
was still left to its remains, the air smelling of juniper, and the lamp oil on their
hands. Here trees were ringed in moss and great bandages of wisteria. The bank was
flat and warm and they sunned there, wrapped in the whole of the mountain and in
each other. It seemed to Caleb that they were alone in the whole of the world when
they were together.
Afternoons were for the outlook, when the sun was high, and birds of prey
wheeled above them like some child’s mobile. Today she had a black eye, marks on
her throat, and bruises on her wrists.
“The peak up there affords a better view. I’ve only been up there once. It’s my
favorite place in the world. From there you can see the meadow and the horses better,
but we haven’t the time now,” she mused.
She had told him about the horses, wild and unbridled, and it seemed to him
she lived to see them. He surveyed the view from the peak. The long spine of the
mountain ranges pressed towards the sky on all sides
“So, what about your daddy?”
He looked at her hands and wanted so much to take them. He started to move
closer but balked, unsure. She must have seen this because she smiled and sidled a
little closer to him. It was hot, as if some fire, one of which he had been dimly aware,
stoked somewhere deep inside of him and she might feel it too, a Roman candle
burning in a dark sacristy.
“Well, he did show up once here. I heard him talking to Wilbur. They argued
over money and then he left. I think I might have been sold. I am somehow like a
spirit that both use in their own way but never admit exists. I feel like that
sometimes, like a ghost without form moving through days that turn into weeks turn
into years.”
“Well hell,” he said, “I couldn’t ever do that.” And somewhere deep in his meat
he knew it was true. To Caleb, Zennea was anything but incorporeal. She was bigger
than life itself, her blue eyes beacons of hope and her slim lines teased and excited
him.
“Yeah, I suspect you wouldn’t at that,” she said and took his hand. His heart
beat hard in his chest and he thought he could smell the sweet-bay magnolia flowers
but maybe it was something she wore. Her hand was cold even in the summer sun,
the antidote to the wild fire that was just now starting to rage beyond the mountains
to the east, its twin creating a firestorm in his own chest.
Then she was standing up, a smile as bright as rain washed in traffic light on
her face transforming her into someone older, someone that could be relied on.
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“You see?” she pointed, “there,” and then he was up too, and he did see. He
looked and there was something moving on the plateau across the valley to the east,
three wild horses charging down the mountain side, tossing their heads in full gallop.
She jumped and clapped her hands together and then held them clasped over her
chest, and as wonderful as he thought they were, he couldn’t take his eyes from her,
and when he looked back they were gone.
She sighed, content somehow, filled up with whatever it was that they gave her,
some battery refilled. For that moment he was free of it all, just being in the moment.
“Oh shit, look,” she said, transformed in an instant back into the sixteen-yearold girl. “He’s a’ coming back home. We gotta get down there before he gets to the
house. I got to make him some supper.”
The view from the outlook looked back over the long road that led to the house,
a road like a noose wrapping its own coils around the mountain itself and all that
lived there. Sure enough, Wilbur’s blue Ford pickup was making its way up it, spitting
dust and gravel, and the granite and treed mountain faces that surrounded them
echoed the old exhaust, and the shotgun reports of misfiring cylinders and backfires.
He was coming, alright, and there was fire there beyond, fine wisps of smoke like
pallid snakes ever rising, pale in the afternoon light, framing the eastern sky that
only now was starting to color like some bruised prophecy.
#
By morning it was all over the country music station news. Fire had eaten up a
community center and spread its fingers into the forest and was moving of its own
volition. People were urged to stay close to their radios for further instructions about
mandatory evacuations. They went to the outlook together to see. Wilbur said he had
to get and go see a girl in the county jail who had killed her newborn and put it in a
trash can. He left smiling.
#
Caleb sat next to her, looking east down the slope to where the fire raged. There
wouldn’t be any stopping that. The wind seemed to be coming from all directions at
once. So many things had been coming at him that it would be no surprise if the
flames cut a passage here, across the fire breaks, and swallowed him whole.
“I just love fire,” she said, her voice soft but with a furnace of resolve. “It’s a
destroyer, and sometimes I think this whole mountain should get burned up, hot as a
crematorium, until nothing is left but bone ash.”
Then she was quiet. Caleb regarded her. He wanted to say something profound.
He thought of all he had not told her.
“My daddy killed my mama with a hammer and then shot himself.” His throat
constricted, and he felt white-hot heat flare up in his guts. “Logs were burning in the
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fireplace even though it was hot out and my brother, well…” he tried to swallow but
tasted only smoke and ghosts, “he was already dead, had been for going on…God only
knows how long…”
She turned to him and the look she gave him in that moment was filled with an
intersection of understanding—something cataclysmic. She nodded for him to go on
and he swore that he could see the reflection of it, the wild fire that burned miles
away, touch her eyes.
“I should have done something.”
His eyes were starting to blur with tears. This was not what he wanted, to cry
in front of her. He wiped them away in an angry motion with a clinched fist. She
moved closer to him then, took his hand and lay her head on his shoulder.
She told him about the miscarriage then. That she had been shot up by Wilbur
to calm her afterwards and that she watched as if in some sinister haze as Wilbur had
gone through the toilet picking through the blood and the mess by candlelight to find
the “bean,” as he called it. What was left.
He wanted to ask who it was, but he suspected it didn’t really make a
difference. He wondered if he hadn’t been home at the time when his daddy did what
he did if he could have told himself some different story and if that would have made
it better. She would never have even that.
When the sun started its descent behind the mountains to the west, and the
moon already high was rising higher, as the first stars blinked into view like
diamonds scattered in a failed robbery jewelry case, she lay still at his side, there on
cool dirt, her fingers tracing unknowable scriptures onto his arm; he told her he
might love her.
#
As they came to the end of the game trail and the cabin came into view Zennea
stopped and pointed. Wilbur’s pickup truck was parked in front.
“I ain’t gonna let him hurt you no more,” Caleb said.
“I know,” she answered
As they walked through the yard Wilbur appeared behind the screen door, a
wrathful specter silhouetted and framed in simple light.
Zennea went in first and Caleb followed. Wilbur’s eyes swerved around the
room like a car that had lost control fish-tailing ever closer to a great precipice, pupils
pinned. He grabbed Zennea by the arm and started to drag her towards the glass
enclosure where the copperhead was coiled.
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“Didn’t I tell your ass not to leave the house? Maybe I’ll just let him nibble on
you a little bit.”
Caleb’s eyes hunted the room for something, anything he could use, and they
fell on a hunting knife, the horn handle sticking out of a log by the fireplace.
“Leave her alone.” His words came out as uneven as churned earth. If Wilbur
heard, he made no indication. “I said leave Zennea alone.”
Wilbur turned, his eyes coming to focus on Caleb’s shaking hand and the knife
clutched there.
“Shit, son, just what the fuck do you think you are going to do with that?”
His voice was relaxed as if he didn’t have a care in the world, but cords of
muscle ran the length of his arm.
Caleb had that sense again, as he had had many times since moving to the
mountain, that Wilbur could be something altogether different than human. He was
something more akin to an abandoned home, vacant and still in which a vengeful
immaterial force slept; empty clapboard eyes until the moment of change, which
could come on instantly and with fiery violence.
Caleb noticed a tattoo he had not seen before. It was either a crucifix or an X
over the Earth, he could not tell. Either eternal salvation or damnation. Dealer’s
choice.
Wilbur flung Zennea aside and sent her crashing into the wall where she
sprawled motionless, like some doll a child had left forgotten for her parents to
retrieve. Then he started to make his way across the room ever so slowly toward
Caleb.
“You ain’t going to do nothing with that there pig sticker.”
Caleb tried to stop his hand from shaking. He thought of how he failed to save
his own mother, and if a boy could fail to do that, what good was he for anyone else?
“Your daddy was a coward and so are you. You couldn’t do nothing even to save
your own mama,” Wilbur said, the room seemed lit by his anger.
“I can tell just by looking at ya. And I ain’t never seen a tree that was born
crooked turn straight, bless the Lord above.”
Wilbur smiled, and it was something awful to behold.
“But I’m going to pray for you, yes sir I am. You are blood after all. You
remember the first thing I told you when you got here?”
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Caleb took a faltering step back, his whole world collapsing into the view down
the length of blade and into the space that separated him from his uncle. And his
uncle was closing that gap—closing his world off—with each step.
“The meek may inherit the earth but it sure as shit won’t be today.”
And quick as crackling lightning and with more speed than a big man had a
right to own, Wilbur lunged and grabbed Caleb’s wrist, twisting it, and the knife fell to
the floor. Caleb saw his uncle cock back his arm and start to bring it forward. Wilbur’s
fist crashed into the side of Caleb’s head and everything went black.
#
When Caleb came to he was alone. The house was quiet. He stood. A soft radio
hum came from his uncle’s room and he moved toward it like a body that is cold
moves toward fire. He turned the knob and pushed open the door not ready for what
might be on the other side. It was worse than his imaginings. Wilbur sat in a chair, a
needle in his arm and Zennea lay on the bed, bruised and bleeding, the knife—the
knife Caleb had held—wet with blood on the bright orange flowered quilt
“No, Goddammit,” Caleb rasped. He went over to check on her. She was
breathing, hitching breaths. There was a shallow cut she was holding together with
her hands across her stomach and another across her arm.
Her eyes were open but unfocused until she saw him. He looked back at his uncle
there, his head nodding, a slight smile across his face.
“She gon’ be alright, boy, don’t you mind her. She’ll be up and cooking grits in
the morning.”
His speech was slurred and slow; a Zippo lighter standing on the small table
beside him, its wick still burning. Through tear-filled eyes one wick became two and
then four, geometrically increasing until the thought, borne of fire, bloomed in his
mind.
“Can you get up?” Caleb grabbed the knife and slid it, like he had seen his uncle
do on that first night, into his belt, the blade pressing hard against his thigh. She
nodded, her eyes threatening to overrun with tears.”
“Here let me help,” he said looking over at his uncle, anger like he had never
known filled him as he helped her out into the yard. Leaving Zennea leaning against
the magnolia tree, he grabbed a can of lamp oil and carried it back inside to his
uncle’s room.
His uncle was out, the heroin and God knew what else having took its payment.
The needle still pinned there in the man’s arm.
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“Two brothers in hell,” he said. “Mama can look down and spit on you both.” He
set to ringing the lamp oil around the chair and then onto his kin, the smell thick and
profane on the dirty carpet. He picked up the Zippo and studied the flame it made.
Then Caleb dropped the lighter and an Armageddon of his own creation bore forth,
hungry.
#
Halfway up to the outlook he turned and surveyed the property. The whole
place was alight. The sweet-bay magnolia had been a jumping point from the house to
the barn, the gate to the pig pen still swinging free from when he opened it, a last act
before leaving. It was all going up now, its own smoke filling the sky and bonding with
the smoke of the fast-moving wildfire. They’d go to the peak.
He moved up the game trail under a canopy of scarlet oaks, buckeye, and cedar
as if he were traversing through some great intestine of the planet itself; or that
which created it. They had taken Wilbur’s truck up the mountain as far as it would go.
They needed to get to a high point and see what could be seen, which way they might
get out. She had gauze now wrapped around her stomach and arms, but blood was
starting to color the clean white fabric.
He had tried to leave her in the truck, but she would not listen. So, he walked
on, straining against the weight of her on his shoulder. He felt as if he were pulling the
whole of the world up the slope. Their aggregate bulk cutting through the peat bog
brush and cattails, their bleak rhythm counterpoint to the rookery chatter and cries
of night birds—thrushes and vireos—calling warnings to each other, sounds
prophesying threat, vengeance, and, finally, cataclysm; the loudest, an augur. The
wind shifted towards him, a recrudescence of ash like some mad god’s snowfall. He
opened his mouth to breathe and it covered his tongue. There he tasted all the dying.
He spat and trudged on. The peak, a rough outcropping of shale reflecting firelight
and grey granite, bid him forward upcountry to the outlook, like a group of waiting
wardens, the tallest a black executioner in moonlight—a mutiny of the damned—and
the moon lay low behind them as yellow as bile and disease, like wax made from the
fat of scorched beasts.
When they reached the peak, he lay on the ground heaving for breath, blood
pounding in his ears. He could smell nothing but fire now, thousands of acres of
burned wood. He thought of how fire gave life and death both. He rebandaged her and
Zennea slept.
The stars latticed in a reef of clouds cast glances down upon his own grizzly
scene and codified him as something other. When at last the dawn drew inexorably
towards the wasteland, slowly coloring sky in an otherworldly paleness, it started to
paint Zennea’s features and the landscape became clearer.
He stood, woke her and helped her up—she tried to smile. He wiped his hands
on his jeans, and surveyed, one final time, the land around him, and the roads in and
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out of town. The tops of the trees were starting to catch now; the ridge lines on three
sides connecting to each other; sparks littering the sky above them, angry stars
winking before becoming one with the greater whole. Some great serpent sleeping
until inferno might give it life to awaken and slither with purpose through that savage
countryside, gorging itself on the burnt flesh of man and beast.
Fire took beautiful things, too. His life had come to this; escape was to the east.
His eyes lit on the path they had taken, their own tracks covered by ash, as if wiping
the footprints away, and not just the steps from his uncle’s house but all the way from
his birth, from Hanging Dog, and all his actions too, leaving him clean. The fire had
followed them up from the house like some dark judge intent on commissioning the
execution itself with hellfire but if they hurried they could make it back to the truck
and now he knew how to get out.
What was left? All the family he had in the world was dead; spirits which had
moved on to some nebulous place he was not ready to go. Were they waiting for him?
With each heartbeat in this life he would draw relentlessly closer to finding out.
Where would they go?
He shivered and holding Zennea to his side started back down toward the
trailhead, cutting his way around the fire to the truck, through the only available
path left to them.
“C’mon Zen, we gotta go,” he said.”
“I know,” Zennea squeezed him and took one last look over her shoulder
searching, he knew, for wild horses.
End
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Going to Hell
by Robert S. Dawson
(excerpted from The Plains of Moab, Ricky’s Back Yard Publishing, 2019)
They waited in the parking lot for Bella to come back with the stolen drugs, smoking
cigarettes impatiently. Josh sat with his head in his hand, the smoke curling around
him, thinking about what the guidance counselor, Mrs. Critchet, had told him; “Have
you considered working in the mills? Or the food industry? We have a lot of good
restaurants coming into town. The world needs burger flippers just as much as it
needs doctors and lawyers.”
Cramped in behind the bench-seat was Neil who kept shaking his head to get the
hair out of his eyes. Tyler sat on the passenger side, watching the electric doors of
the drugstore intently with his Arian hair and pale blue eyes.
“Damn, she’s taking forever,” Neil said, putting his chin down on the back of the
seat so that his face stuck out between Josh and Tyler.
“It won’t be long,” Tyler said, without taking his gaze from the doors. Josh
wondered if he was more worried about his girlfriend or the drugs.
“What’s she doin’ in there?”
“She’s got to get the right ones, otherwise we’ll all just go to sleep. And she’s got to
do it when no one’s watchin’, ‘less you wan’er to get caught.”
Josh looked down the parking lot toward the road.
“The right one?” Neil asked. “Ain’t Sudafed just Sudafed?
“Hell no. It’s gotta have dextromethorphan and be non-drowsy. Otherwise we
won’t trip, we’ll just pass out.”
Josh’s attention was finally caught, he looked over at them. “The what?”
“Dextro. Methorphan. DXM, man,” he said as if talking to children.
“Fuckin’ A, I can’t remember all that.”
“Good thing you got me then,” Tyler laughed.
When Josh looked back toward the road a sheriff’s car was pulling into the parking
lot, rolling slowly. “Oh shit, po po,” he said. He slouched down in his seat.
“It’s alright. Calm down. He don’t know what we’re doin’ here. If he asks we’re just
waitin’ on my old lady and her tampons.”
All Josh could think about was that cop stopping and arresting them all. That was
all he needed now, wasn’t it bad enough he had no future? Still he didn’t want to
spend that future in jail. The cop slowly moved toward them, his speed seeming to
decrease as he approached them. Josh could see his head swiveling back and forth
like the Terminator, narrow eyes glaring out towards them, assessing everything
with computer precision. Did the car just stop, Josh wondered. It seemed like the cop
was getting out, knowing their intentions, reading their souls with his infrared
vision. Josh could already feel the handcuffs tightening around his wrists. I should
have stayed home and done my homework, he thought. He wanted to run. He
couldn’t go to jail, his parents would disown him. But the car kept moving and the
head swiveled back the other way.
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Shortly after the sheriff’s car disappeared behind the building, the doors opened
and Bella came through, her straight brown hair blowing a little in the wind. Tyler got
out to let her in. Josh started the car and pulled out, shifting gears between her legs,
careful not to touch her. Once out on the road she lifted her butt up with her
shoulders against the seat and her legs firm on the floor as she dug around in the
front of her pants, her shirt inching its way up her flat stomach. Josh tried to keep
his eyes on the road but couldn’t help a glance here and there at the tan skin and
Carolina blue panties. After she pulled out the four plastic sleeves he wondered if it
had really taken that long to find them in her pants, there wasn’t that much space in
there.
“Why didn’t you just grab the whole box?” Josh asked. “Wouldn’t that have been
quicker?”
“Because most places put security tags on them. It’s best to only take the pills.”
She handed out the sleeves and the cab became full of crunching plastic and the
popping of pills through the backing. Josh dropped his sleeve onto his lap, he didn’t
want to hassle with it while he was driving.
“May as well go ahead and eat ‘em, Josh,” Tyler said. “They won’t kick in till after
we get back.”
“Uh...”
“Here, I’ll open ‘em for you,” Bella said.
At first Josh didn’t know if she meant to hit his dick, but then she left her hand
there a moment before sliding down the thickening shaft with enough pressure
against his jeans for him to know she meant to do it. He looked over at her and she
winked at him before looking away quickly. He glanced at Tyler but he was busy with
his pills.
“Open up,” she said.
She poured a handful of red circles into his mouth.
“They taste sweet.”
“That’s the coating. Swallow quick. They taste like shit once it’s gone.”
She was right, they were growing bitter. He swallowed.
“How many was that?”
“Only eight. You still have half of your pack.”
“How many are y’all doing?”
“I’m only taking eight. You probably should too, Neil.”
“I’m taking all of mine,” Tyler said.
“Eight is good,” she said. “After you do them a couple times you build a
tolerance. I still get fucked up off eight.”
“How long does it take?” Neil asked.
“Not long.”
“Should be feeling it about the time we get back to my house,” Tyler said.
On the long curvy road to Tyler’s house Josh started to feel sick, his stomach
churned like he was going to vomit, but he fought it back. The lines on the road
started to move, overlapping and wrapping around each other. He hoped he was still
driving okay, no one said anything so he assumed he was. The driveway was in sight
but he didn’t remember so many curves on that stretch. He slowed way down.
“You al’ight over there?” Tyler asked.
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“Yeah. I think I’m starting to feel it.”
Tyler laughed. “I know I am. By the way, that sick feeling is normal. I forgot to
mention that.”
“Oh thank God,” Neil said. “I was too afraid to say anything. I felt like I was going
to puke”
“Hahaha. You might. But you’ll trip balls if you do.”
Everyone started climbing out of the cab once they were parked in the
driveway. Josh’s movements felt strange, short and jerky. The world seemed to be
changing around him. Almost as if there were suddenly lines everywhere where
there hadn’t been lines before, like the world was made of Legos.
“I feel like I’m walking like a robot,” Neil said.
“Hahaha. Robo-tripping,” Tyler said.
“Is that why they call it that?” Josh asked.
“Hahahaha! No, You get the same feeling from chugging a bottle of Robitussin, but
it fits. And you will puke off that the first time.”
Tyler’s dad was sitting at the kitchen table drinking on a half gallon of whiskey
when they walked in. “Y’all just go to my room,” Tyler said. Bella led them as Tyler
stopped and talked to his dad.
In the room Josh fell to sitting Indian-style on the carpet and leaned back against
the wall to steady the constant feel of movement, even though he wasn’t moving at
all. He looked around at the new world before him. Things had begun to move that he
knew weren’t moving, like the bed-rails which snaked along their paths. Colors
became brighter. Not just existing colors but a whole array of colors seemed to come
out of the cream colored carpet. Dark splotches of purple that he thought was dirt at
first grew and changed shades at their fringes.
“Oh shit,” Neil said, laughing. “You’re sitting on a fucking rainbow.”
Josh looked around him and indeed the white wall and the cream colored carpet
with growing purple splotches had all morphed into a flowing river of colors. He
looked up at Neil on the bed and over at Bella in the center of the floor. “We’re all
sitting on a rainbow.”
Bang! Clak! Josh jumped, but it was just Tyler coming in through the door, he had
nearly forgotten all about Tyler. “Why y’all got the lights on?”
He didn’t turn the lights off but instead hunched down in front of Josh and
inspected his eyes like an optometrist would, though Josh couldn’t remember the
word optometrist, he just smiled dumbly. “You’re tripping, hahaha,” Tyler said. He
did the same to Neil and Bella.
“My pupils dilated?” he asked her. She nodded grinning. Josh asked him why he
couldn’t stop smiling. “It’s perma-smile,” he said. “Just like the first time you
smoked weed.” He got up and walked to the light switch. “Prepare to be
mesmerized.”
The bright light went out but there were red and green lights that lined the ceiling
and floor and went up and down the corners of the walls. The world seemed to
suddenly burst forth into a kaleidoscope red and green, all turning and spinning and
colliding and exploding and birthing new colors. Josh sat open mouthed and staring
off into the strangeness.
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Someone lit a cigarette, even in this other world Josh knew what that sound was
and he suddenly craved one himself so he fought to get his pack out. And every spark
of the lighter changed the colors of the world until he finally got it lit. It didn’t feel
like he was smoking even though he could see the end light up with every
drag. Everything beyond the burning ember became darkness. In that dark he saw
two cherries appear beyond his own, slowly dancing, leaving soft tails behind them
that grew brighter and thicker as they sped up, twirling, spinning circles that
interconnected, crossed, separated, making images that seemed to burn into the very
air. He forgot they were cigarettes. Forgot he was tripping or that he was even
alive. He just watched the elaborate tracers, like red shooting stars dancing
impossibly. “Whoa,” he heard himself say and the red lights must have heard him too,
because they came closer, dancing only for him in grand designs that seemed to
almost touch him.
Collision. Sparks flew out and down in slow spiraling streams. There was a
collective, disappointed, yet pleased, “Aw.” His brain sent up a flag, but there was a
misfire somewhere, he was still enveloped by the falling red lights. Not until an
ember burned through his shirt to his chest did the flag register and he sat up to
brush the little fires off of him. For a moment he seemed to be back in reality, but the
lines and colors were all still there and he quickly slipped back out. He puffed on his
own cigarette but it had burned out.
“Sorry about that,” Tyler said. “But it was cool though, right?”
“Hell yeah,” Josh said.
Every breath felt like a deep sigh.
“Anyone want to go to hell?”
“No,” Josh and Neil said at the same time.
“Hahahaha.”
“I do,” Bella said.
“Once you guys see this shit you’re gonna wanna do it, trust me.”
Bella lay face down on the floor with her arms stretched out over her head. Tyler
let her lie there a few seconds, then crouched down quietly and took her wrists and
lifted her slowly up so that her entire torso was off the floor to her hips. He held her
like that for a long time it seemed, her back arched and head hanging limp, then
gently eased her back down. She lay still a while after and Josh began to wonder if
she was okay. Then her head rose up, her eyes and mouth wide with wonder.
“Oh man,” she said. “It gets better every time.”
“I want to go, I want to go,” Neil said like a child talking about Disney World.
Tyler did the same thing to Neil and it ended with that same expression on his face
that Bella had.
“Come on, Josh. Your turn. And keep your eyes closed and just hang loose.” Had
Tyler given Neil that same speech, he wondered, but couldn’t remember.
As he lie on the floor the seconds stretched out. The carpet was rough on his
face. The kaleidoscope affect was even stronger against the back of his eyelids. He
wondered if Tyler had forgotten about him, then he felt the hands take hold and lift
him. It didn’t feel as though he’d been held up as long as Bella or Neil but he was
being lowered already. Soon he’d be flat on the floor again. Surely the floor was
coming. But he just kept going down. A tingling sensation ran through his entire
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body, like riding a roller coaster. He couldn’t feel Tyler’s grip anymore, he had let him
go, let him fall through nothingness. The colors grew fainter and led into
darkness. Then, there in the dark a red glow formed that grew and grew as he fell
towards it and it turned into a giant land of flames and burning coal mountains,
where he finally touched ground. He was there, it was hell. The devil would find him
soon. The devil will find me soon! he realized and he tried to get up, tried to run, but
he couldn’t move. With all his might he struggled. How could his friends have just let
him go like that? He pushed and shoved and finally his head rose to see Tyler smiling
at him.
“Oh my God,” Josh said with a sigh of relief. “You sent me to hell.” He rolled onto
his back. “That was fucking amazing.”
#
In between classes one day Tyler caught up to Josh in the hall and asked him if he
wanted to go get some weed. Josh explained that he didn’t have any money, he’d put
it all in gas. Shaking his head Tyler told him it wouldn’t cost either of them a thing,
he had a plan, but he wouldn’t explain it there. They waited till the bell rang and all
the teachers had gone into their classrooms before walking out to the parking
lot. Tyler still wouldn’t explain the plan, only assured him it was fool proof. It was a
warm sunny day in the middle of October and Josh was glad to have a reason to get
out of school to enjoy it, particularly with Mrs. Critchet’s voice still ringing in his
ears.
After they were down the highway Tyler told him to pull onto a dirt road. He asked
what was down it. “You’ll see,” Tyler said grinning the way he had after Josh
returned from hell.
The road was lined with green trees that would soon be changing their colors. A
few driveways snaked off the road through the foliage. Tyler pointed to a vacant
looking trailer and told him to park there. Josh asked what they were doing as he
parked.
“Come on,” Tyler said.
They got out and Tyler looked around at the next trailer over. It didn’t look to Josh
as if anyone were there, there was no car parked in the scant gravel, but it did look
lived in. Tyler didn’t look long before he started off toward the back of the
home. Josh followed him across the yard of dried red clay and weeds, littered with
random junk like beer cans and car parts. He thought it looked like a wasteland, he
was beginning to think of all Three Rivers as a wasteland in the middle of a
forest. But it wasn’t a natural wasteland, like a desert, it was man’s wasteland, cut
into God’s garden. The back of the trailer wasn’t much better than the front, the
panels were splattered with red mud from rain and whatnot. Tyler crouched and
picked up a metal spoon out of the clay and went to work trying to get the glass
loose. He quit working the frame and jammed the handle into the corner of the
glass. It broke and he pulled the shards out, breaking more until there was none left.
“You first.”
“Why me? This was your idea.”
“Because you’ve never done this before.”
“Well, what if he’s in there?”
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“Then I’ll come over the top and...” he crashed is right fist into his left palm with a
loud pop. “But there’s no one here, so you don’t have to worry. Trust me.”
For a moment Josh hesitated, wondering if he should just get back in his truck, but
then he may lose a friend. The metal frame was cold as he lifted himself through into
the strange living room. Everything had a brownish tint to it, like the carpet and
wood paneling he saw in old pictures from the ’70s. A stale sweat smell hung in the
air. Tyler started pulling himself through the window as Josh looked around. There
were no pictures on the walls. The place was dusty and it looked like something had
long ago been spilled across the kitchen floor and counters but had never been
cleaned up. Barely any furniture either, a kitchen table with two chairs, a couch, and
an end table, all the same shit brown color.
“You sure there’s no one here,” he whispered.
“There ain’t no one here, man,” but he was whispering too.
“This ain’t right.”
“Oh don’t pus out on me now.”
“I’m just sayin’.”
“Look. You want to smoke some weed, don’t you?” Josh nodded. “Then shut up and
help me look. His bedroom is at the end of that hallway.”
Josh eased down the dark hallway. At first he went to open the first door he came
to on the left, Tyler said it was just the bathroom. The bedroom door was cracked
open. Josh didn’t just rush in, he pushed the door a little and stepped back in case
someone was in there ready to swing on him or something. There was no one. They
ransacked the room. The closet, under the bed, and all the drawers in the dresser and
night table, there was no stash.
“There’s a bunch of knives in here,” Josh said, holding open the top drawer.
“Take ‘em. I got this.” He held out a snub nosed pistol. “He must be out of shit. We
hit him on the wrong day.”
There was a hollow thud and the sound of a toilet flushing. They looked at each
other. The fear in Tyler’s eyes only made Josh more terrified. “What do we do now?”
“Run!”
Josh turned the corner just as the bathroom door opened, a heavy set man stood in
the frame. Instinct took hold of him and with all his might he shoved the man back
and then took off down the hall. When he cut the corner he leapt straight through the
window as if he could fly and came down hard onto the shoulder, knocking the wind
out of him, but he rolled up onto his feet and kept moving fast as he could to the truck,
not even trying to catch his breath until he was twisting the key in the ignition. As it
fired to life he looked up to see Tyler running toward him with the gun in his hand,
yelling “GO! GO! GO!” The tires spun in the dust a moment before the truck began to
move back. Tyler fumbled at the handle a few times before getting it open and
jumping in just as the tires began spinning forward, kicking up dust and gravel. Tyler
watched out the back window for the man all the way until they had skidded back
onto the highway.
“Son of a bitch,” Josh said.
“Hahaha HA! That was close. He wasn’t supposed to be there. I guess the lazy son
of a bitch laid out of work...or lost his job--but we made it.”
“Without finding the stash.”
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“You got the knives right?” Josh nodded. “Well with those knives and this gun we’ll
be able to get something. Hell we might get more than what he would have had.”
They drove to Blackwater where Tyler said he knew some people that would be
interested in a gun and some knives. He told Josh to stay in the truck as he went
inside. There were several cars parked on the road and in the yard. Josh smoked
cigarettes and waited, not daring turn on the radio in case that man or a cop or
someone tried to sneak up on him. Mrs. Critchet snuck into his mind as he sat there
waiting and he wondered what she would have thought of that, telling him he wasn’t
worth anything but a laborer or a burger flipper. Could a burger flipper have had the
gumption to do that? Then he figured maybe they would and that he’d just proven
her point for her. At least he had friends and some excitement in his life. Finally
Tyler came back out, walking and talking to another guy. The guy got into an old
Buick as Tyler climbed in the truck and told Josh to follow him because he wanted to
take a look at the knives.
They followed him back out of Blackwater to the corner of a couple country roads
where there wasn’t anything but trees, the asphalt and road sign. The guy got out of
his car and walked around to the passenger side. Tyler joined him and they talked a
little before he called Josh out to join them. He asked him to see the knives so they
laid them out on the hood, as they did it, Josh saw the guy was holding a little metal
tube about three or four inches long and only about a half inch thick. The guy was
loading something into the end of it. Then the guy put a flame to the end of the tube a
couple quick times before stepping over to look at the loot. There was a switchblade,
two butterfly knives, several pocket knives and a sleeve of throwing knives. He asked
what they wanted for them and Tyler countered asking what the guy would pay for
them. They both stood quiet a moment.
The guy put the end of the tube in his mouth and held a lighter to the end he’d
loaded and burned, sucking in as hard as he could for a long time and then held in
whatever it was he’d just smoked for just as long. Then the guy loaded it again and
offered it to Tyler, he took it quick and smoked it the same way. After Tyler handed it
back the guy asked if Josh wanted to hit it. “I don’t know. What is it?”
“Whoa, hell yeah he wants to hit it,” Tyler said, throwing up his hands. He put an
arm around Josh’s shoulders so he could whisper. “You ask questions like that he’s
gonna think you’re a cop. So just shut up and hit it.”
“But what is it?”
“It’s better than weed. Just hit it.”
Josh took the tube, it was still warm. He put the flame to it and started to
pull. Tyler told him to keep the flame on it and keep hitting until he couldn’t
anymore. It seemed to tighten his throat so he took the flame away, but Tyler put his
own to it and told him to keep going. Keep going. When he just couldn’t take anymore
he pulled the tube away and turned his head, Tyler’s voice telling him to hold it in as
long as he could. He did, until his face started to tingle from lack of oxygen. The
release of the exhale almost felt like his soul was being blown out of his lungs. All the
pain and anger and anxiety felt like it was balled up in that cloud of smoke. It left a
funky, plastic taste in his mouth.
Tyler slapped his back. “How’d your like your first crack rock?” Josh’s face went
pale, he’d done coke but crack was a different story. Crack was bad.
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“How about I break y’all off a chunk of this for the knives?”
Tyler emphatically agreed. As the guy broke off a chunk and handed it to him,
Tyler brought up the gun and asked if he’d like to see that. The guy seemed hesitant
at first. After an assurance from Tyler that it wasn’t stolen he started thinking it
over, but just then something caught his eye. “Cops,” he shouted and jumped into his
old Buick and took off.
Josh and Tyler jumped into the truck, Josh was about to jump out of his skin with
fright. But when it came up over the hill it was just a white Toyota. “That damn
paranoid crackhead. Follow him.”
So they followed him down the road a piece and then flashed their lights until he
pulled over again. They were heading farther out into the cut in this
direction. Nothing but farmhouses, hills, and trees out there. Tyler got out quick and
talked the man out of the car. “Come on, Josh,” he shouted. “We gonna go in the
woods a minute.”
Josh suddenly felt sick. Why did they need to go in the woods, he wondered. But
he didn’t say anything, he’d never done this kind of thing before. Maybe Tyler just
didn’t want the guy getting spooked by cars coming down the road. Out in the trees
Josh felt more comfortable. He reached out to one of the larger trunks and felt it’s
rough bark. He wondered how old the tree was, how much it had seen, and whether or
not it remembered the things it had witnessed. Tyler’s voice cut through his
thoughts, “We’re gonna test this thing out.”
With one hand Tyler held out the gun and pointed it towards a tree several yards
away and fired. Josh had never heard a gunshot in real life before, only movies, and
the crack seemed to echo back off of every tree and deafen him. He winced and
cupped his ears, but it was too late, the sound just kept echoing around inside his
head. The guy laughed and started talking about how he thought the gun was mighty
powerful, but he didn’t have much left of his crack and didn’t know if he wanted to
part with it. Then, as if it had been the plan the whole time, Tyler turned to the guy,
pointed the gun straight at his face and fired. The man’s face flung back and he
collapsed. A cloud of red mist hung in the air where he had stood. Tyler didn’t even
wait for the mist to fade before he had the guy’s pockets emptied. He had Josh drive
the car as far as they could into the woods so that no one could see it from the road. It
was doubtful, he explained, that anyone would find it out there. Not many people
hunted around there, he didn’t suspect.
After they had stopped at a dozen or so drug dealers’ spots and smoked all the rock
they’d gotten and were jittery as hell, Tyler finally convinced someone to take the gun
for a twenty bag of weed. “Damn,” Tyler complained. “That gun was worth more’n
that. But at least we got somethin’. And now we ain’t got it no more if ever they come
lookin’ for it.”
“You think they will?” Josh asked.
“No. Drug dealers don’t call the cops and even if someone does find that crackhead,
cops don’t investigate crackhead murders. Drug deal gone bad. That’s all they’ll say.”
#
School was more boring than ever and his thoughts always seemed to return to
that poor crackhead out in the woods and he just wanted to get out of there, but he
had to keep going and he had to at least pass or his parents would kick him out. Tyler
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had stopped going entirely, which helped keep Josh from skipping or thinking about
that evil thing they’d done, but when Neil wasn’t stuck up Todd’s ass he would want
Josh to skip with him. That day Josh wanted to stay the whole day, so he hid out in
the library for lunch and played on the computer. He didn’t have a computer at home
so it was nice to be able to use one for something other than schoolwork for once. He
was looking for new movies to watch and saw an advertisement for film school at the
top of the page. It piqued his interest so he searched film schools in the
browser. There were dozens of pages of results. He sat looking over them all, his
mouth agape. Why had not one teacher ever mentioned this? Why hadn’t Mrs.
Critchet? He closed out the tabs and logged off, suddenly filled with new hope. He ran
to the counselor’s office.
Mrs. Critchet sat at the computer, typing, in the cluttered office. Her big plastic
glasses sat perched on the tip of her nose, the long chain dangling next to her cheeks.
Josh slid in through the cracked door. “Mrs. Critchet?”
She jerked in surprise. “Oh. Hello, Josh. What brings you here?”
“I wanted to talk to you about something I saw on the internet.” He slipped into the
uncomfortable chair she had for students. She looked frightened at his comment, so
he quickly clarified. “When we talked about colleges I wasn’t entirely honest.”
“Really? What exactly were you untruthful about?”
“Well, ma’am, I didn’t know they had schools for film.”
Her head seemed to involuntarily jerk, the chain twitched and her loose old skin
shook with the movement. “You want to be an actor? You’ve never shown any
interest in drama.” She began clicking around on her computer with the mouse.
“No, ma’am. I’d like to write movies and maybe direct them.”
“Ahhhh. I see.”
They both sat quiet for a moment.
“I didn’t realize that they had colleges for that, ma’am.”
“I see. Not very academic is it?”
“I don’t know ma’am. But that’s what I want to do.”
“Film school is not an easy way out, Josh. And there’s virtually no money to help
you through it. Most people, even those who can get through the program don’t make
it a profession. You’ll have a lot of debt after--”
“I’m not most people.”
She looked at the computer screen then back at Josh. “Your GPA leaves much to be
desired. Maybe you should consider working in one of the mills? It is kind of like a
film studio...in a mill.”
“Most of the mills are gone.”
“There’s still Whitney...and King...and we have dozens of lumber yards.”
“I don’t want to work in a fucking mill.”
Her head shook violently, he couldn’t tell if it was voluntary or not. “What did you
just say?”
“You heard me. This is ridiculous. I would have a good GPA if I had known film
school was an option, but you people didn’t even mention that. You make it sound like
there is only the four disciplines and no other choice but to work in the fucking mill.”
“If you don’t watch your language I will have to report you to the principal’s office.”
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“Fine. Report me. You’re the one that has to live with the fact that you ruin
people’s lives.”
“How have I ruined anyone’s life? How dare you come in my office and talk to me
this way?”
“How dare you tell people they’re stuck in this hell?”
“That’s it! Get out of my office, Joshua Faulkner!” He opened his mouth to say
something else but she cut him off. “You ungrateful and disrespectful boy. You would
never make it at any university, film school or academic. I give you the options I give
you because they are your only options. Now, get out!”
Josh ran out of her office, down the hall, past his classroom and out the back doors
to his truck. He had meant to stay the whole day, but really, what was the fucking
point?
#
The next day Josh went to Tyler’s instead of school and smoked weed with him and
Bella all day. Tyler’s father wanted some booze and beer so Josh took him on the
condition that he could have some. They all four got drunk and smoked the last of the
weed, so Tyler called Neil to take him to get some more in his new car, leaving Bella
and his drunk father in Josh’s hands. As the three of them drank more they talked
and even though Tyler’s father was an alcoholic, he gave some rather wise advice,
Josh thought.
“Fuck those teachers at school. You want to write movies and go to school for
movies you gotta finish high school first. If you don’t get that diploma you’re only
fucking yourself. And actually write a movie, that might help.” Josh didn’t really
know how much of this advice he should take as the man sat with one eye closed, his
face all red and rocking back and forth, but it seemed sound to him, especially that
last part.
They talked about fighting. Josh had been in a few fights but not many. The old
man told him if he was ever in a fight again he should do whatever it takes to win. “If
we was to fight right now I’d grab a leg off this table. I ain’t above using
weapons. Gotta do whatever you can to win.”
At some point though, something changed in the old man, his smile became more
like a snarl and everything seemed to get quiet. Josh was thinking about movies and
being a celebrity and the dead crackhead, when all of a sudden the old man grabbed
hold of Bella by the waist and pulled her into his lap, groping her all over and telling
her how he wanted to fuck her pretty little ass. She writhed and wreathed and broke
away but he got her shirt, stretching it out, and reached a hand up it. Josh didn’t
know what to do. He sat frozen, watching. He took another shot and chugged some of
the beer to chase it as Tyler’s father kept going after Bella. This kind of shit is the
reason no one thinks anyone from Three Rivers is going anywhere, he thought. This
is the kind of shit that leads to dead crackheads forgotten in the woods.
“Come on gimme some o’ that pussy,” he said to her grinning that gap toothed grin,
with his bald scalp and scraggly long hair hanging down on the sides like the Crypt
Keeper. “I know you want some more o’ this.”
“No,” she said trying to pull away.
“Don’t be shy just because he’s here. Come on gimme some o’ that.”
“No! No! No!”
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“Y’all fool around?” Josh asked.
“Hell yeah,” said the old man, snarling that nearly toothless grin. “She loves it.”
“No. No. No.”
“What about Tyler?”
“Awe, he’s my son. We share everything.”
“No. No. No. No.”
He kept tugging away at her, pulling her shirt down, stretching it out, nearly
ripping it. Josh watched half enjoying seeing the skin, but it nearly made him sick to
think he liked it and he finally just turned away. He thought he should do
something. He wished he had that gun back, or the knives they’d forgotten in the
crackhead’s car.
After a while the old man finally gave up and passed out on the table. Bella
chugged a bunch of the whiskey and wound up puking. She was still sitting at the
toilet when Tyler and Neil got back. They said it took so long because they were
checking out Neil’s new car.
Bella came stumbling out of the bathroom, her shirt all loose and hanging down
around her breast. “Josh tried to fuck me,” she said. Tyler didn’t even flinch. “He
tried to fuck me!” He took hold of her and started walking her to his room.
“The hell I did,” Josh said.
“Yes you did, don’t lie.”
“Stop, Bella,” Tyler said. “No he didn’t.”
#
Josh and Todd, Neil’s best friend and a scrawny kid but stout southern boy like
Tyler, stopped at Neil’s after school one day. Neil had skipped, which he did a lot more
since he got his new car. As they pulled up to the end of the driveway Josh saw Tyler
sitting on the back porch with Neil looking glum.
“Oh shit,” Todd said, when he saw Tyler. He hated Tyler. Said he was “fucking
shady.”
“I’ve got to talk to you,” Tyler said.
Todd rolled his eyes. He liked to smoke weed, drink, or snort some rails, just as
much as the next guy, but he didn’t like all that other shit Tyler was into. Josh
always just kept his mouth shut about all that other shit. He ignored Todd’s
expression and asked what was up.
Tyler sighed as he sat back in the chair. He looked like someone who’s dog had just
died. “That house we broke into--guy called the cops on us.” Josh’s face went
white. “He ID’d me.”
“What the fuck,” Josh said, falling into one of the chairs. “So what do we do?”
“Well, you’re good, man. He only ID’d me. Said the getaway car was a green
Datsun. That fucking dumbass.” He laughed nervously. “The thing is, man. With
everything piling up I’m going to juvy for sure unless you testify. Say I was with you
that day.”
Todd started shaking his head, Josh ignored him. “What? Go to court and say I
skipped school?”
“Well...yeah.”
“Don’t do it, dude,” Todd said.
“What if he ID’s me in court?”
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“He won’t. He’s a fucking dumbass. He said your truck was a Datsun.”
“You said he wouldn’t be there either, but he was.”
“He wasn’t supposed to be.”
“You said he wouldn’t call the cops.”
“He won’t ID you, man, I swear. You don’t drive a fucking Datsun.”
“But my truck doesn’t look that much different than one.”
“So you won’t do it then?”
“I don’t see how I can, he looked me right in the face.”
“He can’t ID you, man. Can you tell what he looked like? No.”
“I bet he remembers me. We were in his fucking house.”
“So you’re just going to let me go to juvy?”
“I don’t want to, man, but what other choice do I have? I got school and shit, I can’t
risk it. I’ll be done for sure if he ID’s me.”
“He won’t. All you have to say is we skipped school and went to your house or
something.”
“What if they ask what kind of car I drive?”
“They won’t. They can’t.”
“Don’t do it, dude,” Todd said again.
“What do you think?” Josh asked Neil.
“I don’t know,” he said, looking down.
Josh looked around at nothing, thinking hard. “Okay. I’m risking my entire life for
this. Are you positive about it?”
“I swear, man. Trust me. He won’t ID you.”
Weeks passed. Josh explained it all to his parents, all except the dead crackhead
and drugs, they were furious. He thought his father was going to rip his hair out of
his head and then shove his horn-rimmed glassed down his throat. But he
didn’t. Instead they just informed him that they were very disappointed in
him. They said they had failed as parents. Josh tried to explain it to them, that it
had nothing to do with them, it was just this damn town, it was hell. He kept going to
school, hoping that Tyler was right and this wouldn’t change anything. Walking down
the hall Neil called to him and told him to wait.
“You heard about Tyler?” Josh told him he hadn’t heard from him. “He tried to
kill himself, man. Couple days ago. Ate a whole bottle of pills in a graveyard.”
“You’re fucking with me.”
“Nah, man. They’re saying this proves his guilt and shit. They’re shipping him off
once the hospital releases him. I guess that pretty much means you’re off the hook
though, right?”
Josh shook his head. “I guess so. We’ll see.”
#
Things had changed. It was only weeks away from graduation and all funding and
help from his parents for film school was lost. Telling them about Tyler’s suicide
attempt didn’t help matters at all. “Not only did you skip school, not only did you
break into someone’s house, but you almost got one of your friends killed. Get out of
my sight. I can’t look at you,” his father had said.
He and Neil went into the grocery store one day, just horsing around, and saw
Tyler’s mother. She dropped the bag of chips she was holding, it crunched on the
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floor, and she walked up to him. “I know it was you,” she said. “He didn’t say a word
but everyone knows he wasn’t alone. He almost died because of you. Because you
wouldn’t even stick up for him. And here you are free and laughing while my son
almost died and is locked up in a damn penitentiary. I should turn you in right
now.” Josh just looked at her terrified. “He didn’t say not one word to them about
you. That’s what a good man does. But not you. You’re a worthless piece of shit.” She
walked off leaving her cart of food.
“Don’t listen to her,” Neil said. “She’s crazy. You did all you could do. You were
going to testify.”
“I don’t know,” Josh said. “Maybe she’s right.”
After graduation Josh’s parents helped him pack and sent him to Charlotte to live
with his older brother, Carl. He bussed tables to pay rent and researched film
schools. In the end he just signed up for a community college with plans to
transfer. One day he got a call from Tyler, he was out of juvy and wanted to come see
him. Carl was out of town for work so he told him to come up. He rode up with Neil
and they stole Sudafed from one of the thousands of drugstores in the city, just like
old times.
It had been a long time since he’d done it before but he still took thirty-two
pills. He’d never taken that much. As they waited for them to kick in they decided to
go stock up on cigarettes. By the time they got back the drugs were kicking in
hard. Josh enjoyed revisiting the old rainbow land, but soon he surpassed that and
went on to the next phase. He was sitting on the couch and he closed his eyes only to
find that he was in some other realm, a passageway, that reminded him a lot of that
hall in Beetlejuice. It was long and frightening and there this doorway that he knew
was for lost souls. The guide that walked with him suddenly disappeared as Josh
looked into the doorway and saw Bella naked and swirling in a lascivious dance
against a backdrop of infinite darkness. As he watched her he realized that the guide
wasn’t a guide at all but the crackhead in the woods. The crackhead had slipped
behind him and started pushing Josh through the door. He grabbed onto the door
frames and held on as tightly as he could. He felt if he went any further he’d be lost
forever.
Terrified he jerked himself back and his head rose up and his eyes opened. He was
back in the Carl’s house. He looked over at Neil and Tyler. Neil’s face had been
smashed in with a pipe or something. His eyeball hung out onto his cheek and the
bone around the socket was gone. Tyler’s throat had been cut and the top of his head
smashed with something blunt. There was blood everywhere. He felt pressure
against his back again, steadily moving him through himself. This couldn’t really be
happening. He was back in the hallway again, almost shoved all the way through the
door, half desiring to join the spectral Bella, but he fought. He would fight until there
was nothing left. Every time he got his eyes open in the struggle, Neil and Tyler were
still dead, blood was still everywhere, and then he’d be shoved back into the hallway,
back into the doorframe with the beauty tempting him, shoved toward her ever
farther by that dead crackhead. He didn’t want to be in hell anymore. Just as he
thought he was going to die he heard Neil’s voice.
“Man. I’m tripping hard. I deserved this.”
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Josh tried not to run screaming from the hallucination. As he watched Neil’s
eyeball bounce from side to side against his cheek, he forced the words, “Yeah, me too,
I guess.”
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Mary Lou
by Edward Hagelstein
It was 89 degrees before breakfast according to my zebra-foot thermometer and
muggy as a cherry-red barbeque pit in a thunderstorm.
Sunlight squeezed into the bedroom through five bullet holes punched through the
yellowed window shade long before my time in that particular shack. The pattern was
roughly horseshoe shaped. I couldn’t tell if the rounds had been incoming or outgoing.
I wanted to write a song about that shade but was waiting for it to come to me,
maybe in a sweaty dream.
I perched uneasily on the edge of the mattress and eye-tracked ragged splashes of
light on the dusty floor planks.
Weather conditions portended trouble and anguish.
I fished two cold beers from the cooler in the kitchen and sprawled on the damp
porch sofa in my underwear, trying to stave off the heat and wickedness that was
guaranteed to rear up like a turtle head rising through pond scum. I had a headache.
It made everything seem worse.
Sure enough, trouble soon came in the form of Mary Lou’s husband, Sheriff Comer
Hankins, progeny of a long line of dental defectives. I was barely into the second can
when he pulled up in his blue-light county truck and started in to yapping about me
missing three meetings and one test of some sort with a probation officer.
I couldn’t tell what he was on about because of his missing teeth.
“What the hell is a pish tesh, Comer?” I said from under the wet can I dragged
across my forehead.
“Probashun! Probashun!” he yelled, misting spittle out the window, until I told him
I got it.
I offered the fact that my power had been off for a few days, more as a potential
topic of fresh conversation than an excuse.
Comer didn’t seem interested in changing the subject, and when he started
blabbering about taking me in on a warrant - at least that’s what I think he was
saying – I knew that was not going to fly.
I was acquainted with the decrepit county lockup. It would be twenty degrees
hotter in there than outside. Except in the early morning when it was cold and so
damp that the walls would sweat like the crack of a ditch digger’s ass in July.
And the smell. Rancid cow shit on a hot plate.
I really wasn’t down with that.
Comer took some joy in attempting to detail my impending incarceration. He
wasn’t one of my biggest fans – or even one of my smallest – due to the fact that he
rightly suspected Mary Lou and I had been clandestinely diddling around for the past
several months.
I don’t how know he found out, there were plenty of wagging tongues around, but it
was my own fault. People had clued me in that it wouldn’t do to be messing with the
sheriff’s wife.
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Mary Lou kept coming to the club I played on weekends and hitching her skinny
ass up on a stool at the bar while sporting short thigh-revealing skirts, so maybe the
fault wasn’t totally mine.
And where the hell was Comer when his wife was at a rundown honky-tonk on the
ugly edge of town? Probably at some roadside joint scarfing fried catfish by the
platter. He was just leaving the door open for some mess like this to stride up in big
boots and kick it off the hinges.
I gathered that Mary Lou was a proper wife and presented Comer with no
behavioral problems until, in a questionable move, he used her in a campaign ad on
the local television station during the last election. His opponent was the owner of a
garbage hauling company. The trashman filmed his commercials standing on top of a
gleaming garbage truck and promised to clean up the county. The commercials were a
big hit, so Comer had to work hard to counter this attack. I wasn’t here to witness any
of it, but I wished I’d seen the spotless garbage truck. It would have been a first.
In Comer’s commercial, Mary Lou would be up on the television screen twenty
times a day like those ads tend to run. She was daubed in make-up and sporting some
low-cut stretchy top telling the camera how strong and faithful her husband was and
how he was the best sheriff for our times – basically a load of crap. But it got Comer
re-elected and sent the trashman back to the bottom of the heap.
Getting sexed up on television in service of politics seemed to go to Mary Lou’s
head. Apparently she used to dress like the other women of her age, in normal
Walmart jeans and such, but after her commercial success she got so much attention
she took to wearing clingy blouses, short skirts and heels for grocery shopping and
other errands around town.
By the time we met my first Friday night at Gandy’s Supper Club, Mary Lou had
made herself so horny by dressing sexy I was the lucky recipient of her favors. Being
the new guy in town and Comer’s physical opposite didn’t hurt either, I suppose.
Comer and I had been having this conversation through the window of his truck,
but when he opened the door and emerged with handcuffs dangling provocatively
from a fat forefinger I decided things weren’t going to happen the way he envisioned
over his five eggs, bucket of grits and half a loaf of toast that morning when he
mustered the gumption to drive out here.
Comer took his eyes off me to close the truck door and I was up out of the chair,
suddenly energized, head clear. I was through the shack with two fresh beers and my
Buddy Miller Fender in hand and out the back before the front screen door slammed
its contempt in Comer’s general direction.
By the time Comer realized I was no longer in residence I had the skiff unhitched
and was poling away from the tumbledown dock.
I was out about twenty feet when I realized I was still in my drawers, and not my
freshest ones either.
It didn’t matter.
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Comer waddled around the side of the house and did a double-take when he saw me
out on the water. He yelled something with too many consonants for me to
understand.
“You need to get some dentures,” I said. “You ain’t projecting the proper authoritive
image with that lisp.”
He commenced to yelling even more, and when that didn’t bring me back, stood
there rooted to the ground giving me some garbled police-type command or another
while I poled on away.
I wish I could say I spent a couple of idyllic hours poling around the swamp
contemplating the unknown depths of obsidian-dark water. But I tied off in a quiet
spot, covered myself in bug spray, and took a nap after I finished the beers. At
lunchtime, when I figured he would be elbow deep into a plate of ribs at Hattie’s up on
the highway, I slipped up behind Mary Lou and Comer’s house a little way down the
swamp. His truck wasn’t out front so I figured it was safe. I tied off on a root with a
quick release knot, just in case.
Mary Lou heard me on the porch and came out looking hot in tight shorts and a tshirt, barefoot with that little toe ring I like.
“You’re crazy,” she said. “Comer’s looking for you.”
“It’s just trumped up probation charges. He’ll get over it after a while.”
“You can’t hang around here.” She eyed my underwear.
“He figured out how I get here yet?”
“Naw. He’s been sittin’ up on the road backed up into some weeds most days
waiting for you.”
“I keep thinking he’ll catch on.”
“Well you better get before he catches on to you hanging around in your boxers.”
She didn’t seem all that happy. Comer must have given her a good, spittle-flecked
tongue lashing.
“You coming to the club on Friday?”
She hesitated for half a second. “I’ll be there.”
“Got a new skirt for me to view while I’m on stage?”
“Don’t push it. Now get.” She smiled, but snapped at my privates with a kitchen
towel.
I got.
Mary Lou and Comer had a big-headed middle-schooler with the unlikely name of
Howiston. He’d taken up lacrosse apparently and was out back flipping a ball up in the
air and trying to catch it in a net.
“How now?” I said, offering a clever play on his name.
“Fuck off.”
Howiston tended toward pre-teen surliness. I figured he was sensitive about one
thing or another, as boys with outsized craniums and mock-fancy names can be. I
unobtrusively tried to check out his teeth to see if the bad dental gene had skipped a
generation. I had a theory that it could be why his head was so big; to give the dentist
plenty of room to work. Natural selection at play.
He wasn’t smiling, so I couldn’t tell.
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“You need to find some pants,” he said.
“Thought I’d borrow a pair of yours.” I walked on by since he wasn’t being all that
friendly.
“Dude,” he said behind my back. “My daddy’s gonna blow your head off if he
catches you sniffin’ around here like a whore hound in heat. He’s shot worse than
you.”
“He’s probably shot better than me too.”
I stopped and watched him flip the ball in the air until he wilted under my gaze and
dropped it in the grass with a substantial thunk on the damp ground. It rolled my way
and I picked it up. The damn ball had some heft. I declined to respond in some snotty
way – my first instinct – and tossed the ball to him. He caught it in the net and glared
at me, torn between thanking me like he was brought up to do, and muttering some
insipid curse word that he just learned at school. He opted for an unhappy medium sullen silence.
I got into the skiff, cast off with dignity despite being Captain Boxer, and was
poling away from the bank when there was splash next to the boat. Then another. I
looked back and big-headed Howiston was flipping shells at me with his lacrosse net.
A crusty one landed hard on the bow. I shook my fist and yelled: “Don’t chip the finish
you little fucker!”
He kept flipping and I poled faster until I was out of range. Shell range anyway –
not aggrieved boy glare range.
I abandoned the high road. “Play a real sport, big head! Lacrosse is for pussies!” I
yelled. He tried another shell but it fell short. I gave him the finger and showed my
stern.
I poled back to the shack since Comer was otherwise occupied waiting for me in the
wrong locality, probably with a full gut and a nap quota to fulfill. I was glad to see he
hadn’t been mad enough to go inside and vandalize anything. I might have been short
a beer, but that was the price of doing business. My Fessenden was set up where I’d
been practicing last night. I sat down and worked on an arrangement of Simple Man
for pedal steel for a while to clear my head.
I laid low until Friday, figuring Comer would lose interest in me after a while.
Comer is so scattered-brained and weird, sometimes I don’t even know how he got
elected sheriff. It was obviously before he lost his teeth because all the photos I see
have him smiling with a big mouthful of choppers, although they’re crooked and none
too healthy looking.
Some people go prematurely bald at forty. The Hankins men go gummy.
Scrotus the bouncer was standing behind the club smoking when I slipped up to
the bank that evening. He flicked the butt in the water and helped me pull the skiff up
into the weeds.
“You’d get around faster if you had something bigger than a clapped out troller on
that thing, Huck,” he said.
“I got a pole too.”
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“Even slower.”
“But stealthy.”
“True,” he said. “That reminds me. Comer’s looking for you. And he’s spittin’ mad.”
We had a chuckle at that. I shook out cigs for both of us and Scrotus lit them. We
stood there watching the sun finish setting over the swamp, or bayou. I’m not sure
what they call it, but it was pretty.
“He’ll probably be back tonight,” Scrotus said after a while. “I’ll try to let you
know.” He helped me carry my equipment inside.
I got the job at Gandy’s Supper Club before I even moved to town. Technically I was
passing through on my way to nowhere special and with an alert eye for the neon sign
of a dive bar, I pulled in. My best guess was that supper had never been served at
Gandy’s, unless it came in a bottle.
A country-blues band was playing that night and after I met the keyboard player
out back smoking during a break I sat in for a set on pedal steel. They let me sing a
Merle tune.
Gandy, the cheap old bastard, came over to me afterwards and bought me a beer.
The first and last.
He said the band was pulling out at the end of the week and if I wanted the gig he
could set me up with some local boys and we could be the new house band.
What he got me was this: A bass player from the high school who wasn’t half bad
but read comic books between sets and was proud to be a virgin. We of course referred
to him only as The Kid. His mom didn’t have a problem with him staying out late due
to she was usually on the dance floor shaking her substantial booty to her son’s bass
line. I tried not to ponder that too much.
A drummer that worked a shrimp boat during the day who smelled like it and
tended to drift off to sleep on the slow numbers. He lasted a weekend after nodding off
and nearly putting an eye out with a drumstick.
After that I found a multiple DUI case named Sonny who claimed to be full Navajo
and tended to slip in pow-wow rhythms on the tom-toms when he felt a tune needed
it, which was frequently. He went everywhere by bicycle so I always ended up hauling
his drums for him. At least until I banged my truck into a telephone pole and then I
went everywhere by skiff.
Gandy rented me the shack I was living in, which used to belong to his brother who
died in some oil related accident or another. I never pieced together whether he was
done in by crude oil, hair oil, cooking oil, machine oil, snake oil, or some other oil
variation.
When I moved in the place was full of beanie babies and plaster garden gnomes on
shelves. There were hundreds. Gandy seemed to have no attachment to them, so
when I got drunk enough I would sit on the back deck and fling one or the other at the
gators when they got too close. The beanie babies they didn’t mind, but the gnomes
pissed them off, especially when I got the occasional lucky strike. They would open
their big traps wide and hiss menacingly.
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Gandy called us The Hucksters so he’d have a name to put on the sign out front. We
played some rock, country, blues, R&B, and one Madonna song, for The Kid. A
twangy, campy version of Like a Virgin, featuring Sonny humping his snare drum
profoundly arrhythmically while making ghastly, supposedly erotic faces.
The Kid took it well.
I got the band up to speed on Merle, Hank, Johnny, and a few of the modern ones.
Sonny knew a lot of the songs. The Kid plunked away and caught on quickly. I liked
playing with them.
That Friday night the room was smoked up and the atmosphere was medium
drunk steeped in high spirits by the time we each downed a beer and got to playing.
Even The Kid had one.
Sonny sucked down three.
In the first set we hit them hard right off with Spencer Davis. Sonny’s tom-tom
action worked nicely on I’m a Man and The Kid hit the high backing vocals. I moved to
pedal steel and we did an uptempo countrified version of Cream’s White Room. Back
to the guitar for Face’s Stay With Me, and my smoker’s rasp facilitated a passable
version of Rod Stewart. We threw in Funk 49 and Sonny went to town on the powwow drums.
The dance floor had been packed from the first number and we just kept on going. I
pulled the audience out of classic rock territory and set heads to spinning with some
new Dwight, old Buck, Wilson Pickett and timeless James Brown that had people
tripping over each other and their own feet trying to keep up with the genres and
decades, not to mention the beat.
After almost an hour Sonny was sweating beer and grinning back there and The
Kid was in a trance. I got back on the pedal steel and was doing a slow burn on Night
Life to ease the crowd down with a little hip-grinding when Scrotus started flashing
his light at me from the door. Comer had arrived. We finished off the song and took a
break.
I stood at the back door and lit one up while I watched the moon over the bay, or
cove or whatever. It was a cool night for around there. I guessed 85 degrees.
I could hear Comer coming around the building because he was making some kind
of hideous mouth-sucking sound.
The sucking got louder and soon Comer was standing in front of me. He’d gotten
some teeth that glistened in the moonlight, but they must have been used or
something because he had to keep pushing them in with a fat fingertip.
“New choppers?” I said.
Comer nodded. He seemed uncomfortable.
“Listen,” I said. “About that bogus warrant-“
He waved a hand. “Faggot,” he said.
“What?”
“Faggot.”
My blood started to curdle, or boil, or something. I figured Comer was still angry,
but to assail my manhood right there at my place of employment was wrong. I didn’t
give a shit if he was sheriff-
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I realized he didn’t look mad. He looked sheepish. I considered the effect of his
speech impediment. “Did you say forget it?”
Comer nodded and pushed his teeth in. “I need a phaser.”
More confusion. How was I supposed to wrap my mind around this new language?
What did he think I was into?
“Go to a Star Trek convention.”
His turn to be confused.
“Did you say you need a favor?”
Comer nodded, realizing speech was almost futile. But he had something important
to communicate to me and tried to do it with as few sibilants as possible.
“I shtink Mary Lou ish turning into a leshbean,” he finally spat out.
“Already?” I said.
It wasn’t an uncommon reaction after ending a relationship with me, but usually
took longer for a full conversion. At least a month. It was less than a week since we’d
last seen each other.
“Whadda you mean?”
I couldn’t tell him what I meant, Comer looming over me in his sloppy uniform and
pistol in a worn leather holster and belt with a crosshatch pattern, so I said nothing. I
wasn’t going to confirm what he thought we’d been doing.
“So what’s the phaser - favor?”
“Shheee what sheeees doing and let me know.”
Comer was so embarrassed that he could barely look at me. I would be too if I was
in the position of asking my wife’s lover to spy on her to see if she had another lover.
And a same sex one at that.
I acted like I was thinking about it for a moment, then nodded. Comer gave me an
address on a post-it note and trundled away slurp-breathing without saying anything
else, which was probably best.
So to get on Comer’s good side and avoid the vile county lock-up, I sold my soul a
little bit and pretended to investigate Mary Lou’s supposed clandestine sex life.
The strange thing was that she didn’t show up Gandy’s that night, despite saying
she would. It almost made me think there was some credence in Comer’s concerns so
I got to work the next morning.
Well, early afternoon.
The address where Mary Lou was engaging in her supposed lesbian encounters
wasn’t anyplace I could get to in the skiff, so I opted to walk. At least for two long
sweaty blocks, until I spotted an unattended bike leaning against a tree outside a
trailer.
It was a little small, being a kid’s bike, and pink, but was better than footing it in
the heat.
I got lost on the way over and came up on the house from the opposite direction
than what Comer told me. It was lucky because instead of walking up to the front door
I ended up around the side street and heard Mary Lou’s voice coming from the back
yard behind a privacy fence. I stopped, leaned the bike against the fence, stood on it,
and peeked over.
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It looked like Comer was spot on. Mary Lou and what I thought could maybe be a
woman were in some weird contorted position in the back yard on a mat spread out
on the grass.
The possible woman was on her back and her feet were in the air. The damned
thing about it was that Mary Lou was balancing on the brute’s feet and they were
holding hands. It was like Mary Lou was pretending to fly, like you did on your dad’s
feet when you were five or six. Ten or twelve if you were undernourished.
They looked like they were having a great time, smiling at each other. The only
disappointing aspect of the spectacle was that Mary Lou was fully clothed, except for
the bare feet.
I was glad her partner was covered.
The more I watched over the fence the funnier it seemed. The sight of a grown
woman and her supposed lover having fun playing airplane in a back yard made me
want to laugh.
When they both snapped their heads my way I realized I was really laughing, right
out loud.
Mary Lou hopped down and looked embarrassed. The other one looked mad.
I decided to address the matter directly.
“Sorry, I just got carried away with your joy and all.”
“You stay the hell away from our joy mister!” The big one was up and striding
toward me, angry-like.
I got off the bike and met her at the gate. If Comer had wanted this done discreetly
he’d apparently picked the wrong man.
Mary Lou’s partner looked more manly, and angrier, up close. I lit a smoke while
she stormed out the gate and hoped she wasn’t planning on pinching it out of my
fingers and mashing it on my forehead. That can hurt.
Her fists were planted on her hips and her bulk was covered by an Ole Miss
sweatshirt that made her look even more puffed up.
For a few seconds I thought Ole Miss was the handle she was going by until I sorted
out the college affiliation.
“What kind of peepfreak are you anyway buddy?”
I smoked and gave her my insolent I don’t give a shit what you say pose usually
reserved for surly strip-club bouncers and deputies at DUI checkpoints.
“You should call the sheriff if that’s what you think is going on,” I said.
“I just might do that, you dirty bag of pus.”
I was considering being offended right about the time Mary Lou came through the
gate.
“It’s okay Roxy,” she said. “He’s a friend of mine.”
“A friend? This voyeuristic piece of-“
Mary Lou got Roxy the Beast quiet with a hand on her shoulder and steered her
away.
“I’ll be back in a minute,” she said.
Roxy gave me a glare that would have sent a weaker man running, and backed
through the gate without taking her eyes off me. Mary Lou looked at me with what I
believe was pity.
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“What are you doing here Huck?”
I considered trying to lie and saying I just wanted to see her but there were a lot of
holes in that story. Plus, I realized I wasn’t cut out for this domestic-situation spying
stuff, so I just told the truth.
“Comer sent me to confirm that you and the linebacker are engaging in a lesbiantype relationship.”
Now Mary Lou had her fists on her hips.
“Is that what you think?”
“Hell, I don’t know. Maybe that rolling around on the grass is what passes for
foreplay amongst lesbians.”
“You moron,” she said.
“That’s beside the point.”
“And Comer’s a bigger idiot than you.”
“I won’t argue the fact.”
“Do you know what we were doing?”
“Like I said. It could be-“
“Acro yoga.” Mary Lou looked at me while I let the brain cells absorb that.
“I’ve heard of yoga,” I said, working my way through it. “And I’ve heard of
acrobatics, or maybe it’s aerobics-“
And then Roxy was back pushing in front of Mary Lou. She couldn’t stay away.
“I know all about you mister.”
She was beginning to stir up my anger, normally slow to stir.
“I don’t know a damn thing about you,” I said. “Let’s get acquainted.”
“You think you’re hot shit because you play music. Just like those assholes that are
always reading books and shit like that.”
She stood there in her baggy sweatshirt staring at me with man-hate filled eyes.
And she didn’t even know me yet.
“Books?” I said with as much intelligence as I could muster.
“And music.”
“They’re bad things?”
“There’s only one true book,” she said.
“How to Pick Up Chicks?” Something both of us had probably delved into at one
time or another.
I thought she was going to swing at me.
“The Holy Bible,” she spat.
I was hoping she wouldn’t say that.
“Have you ever read Airships?” I countered.
“What the hell is that?”
“Never mind. It’s probably not your thing.”
“You don’t know squat about my thing.”
“That’s true,” I said. “Can I have another couple of words alone with Mary Lou?”
Mary Lou gently herded Roxy back through the gate again, but I had the feeling
she wasn’t far away.
“Who’s the irate holy-roller-derby broad?”
“Roxy is my acro yoga teacher,” Mary Lou said.
“She’s a bundle of contradictions.”
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I didn’t want to know anything about acro yoga or what pseudo-religion it was
affiliated with. I was mentally preparing myself to bail out of town at that point –
steady work at Gandy’s or not.
Things were getting too strange – even for me.
“Listen,” I said. “I’ve got my eye on a job down in Florida soon as I get my truck
mended. This little bar on the beach a friend of mine owns. I can get us set-up down
there pretty quick if you want.”
Mary Lou gave me that sad look meaning I knew nothing about what women really
want. “Oh, Huck-“
I held up my hand. “Say no more.”
I understood. Why would the wife of the sheriff and mother of whatever Howiston
was going to turn out to be want to pick up with little notice and move to a beach town
with a basically itinerant musician? I wasn’t even sure I wanted her to say yes.
It felt polite to ask if she wanted to abandon her husband and son though.
“Listen,” I said. “Like I said, Comer thinks you’re turning into a lesbian. I’m not
gonna say anything about what I saw-“
“It’s exercise Huck,” she said.
I must have looked skeptical.
“It’s healing for both my body and my soul.”
I knew it was definitely over with Mary Lou when she came out with that.
That kind of talk is hard to stomach. Besides, in my book the only proper use of the
word soul is when describing James Brown.
Introducing Soul Brother Number One! Soul Brother Number One! Soul Brother
Number One!
I didn’t even ask why she didn’t show up at Gandy’s the night before.
I guess I had missed her at the time. It would have been nice to stand out back
between sets and smoke in the moist, brackish air while she talked about one thing or
another like we used to when we weren’t fogging up the windows in my truck.
Mary Lou was still extolling the virtues of whatever it was they did in that back
yard when I turned and walked away. I left the kid’s bike where it was and headed in
the general direction of the shack.
The acrid yoga stuff must have been good for Mary Lou’s soul for sure because she
didn’t yell at me for walking away and didn’t even throw rocks. She just went silent
behind me.
On the way back to the shack I pondered all the mixing of things. Mary Lou mixing
this yoga and acro-something together. Comer mixing her up in his political situation.
I was guilty of it too. Mixing it up with sheriff’s wives. Mixing musical genres. All
these combinations. Like the real things weren’t good enough anymore.
In one of those unlikely but welcome occurrences a job got me out of town just
when I needed it.
One morning I found myself half-awake on the phone with Dailey Needles, a guitar
player I knew from way back. He was a former punker and head from San Francisco
who got cleaned up some time ago and decided to take things seriously.
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“You can make yourself smarter or make yourself stupider,” he said with no
preamble in his surfer-from-Austin drawl. “Which will it be?”
Dailey was a go-getter these days. This was his standard line when proposing work.
Sometimes I turned him down, automatically making myself less intelligent.
“Wake up Hucklenuts! I’m rescuing you from whatever hellish backwater you’ve
dug yourself into.”
I muttered something about steady work. I’d had a long night. The temperature
was 94 degrees. It must have been later than I thought.
“Work! I’m heading your way tomorrow with a group that’s ready to roll except for
one missing piece. That piece is you.”
“Tour?”
“That comes later. Once we pick you up – provided there’s a road to wherever you
are – we’re headed for a three week recording date in Music City.”
I perked up a bit. Apparently Dailey was producing an album for a girl prodigy
from Houston who got a record deal, and they needed a pedal steel player.
Dailey said when he mentioned my name as a possible candidate the girl went nuts
and declared I was the only one for the job.
“Believe it or not, she’s got both of your musty old 45s, Hucklebuck.”
“I choose to believe,” I said.
Dailey claimed she played something called Spacealicious Country that would be
perfectly complemented by my particular technique on the pedal steel.
More mixing of things. Space and country.
“That’s the Cowboy Junkies,” I said.
“This is where you come in. With your sound it’s going to be spacier and countrier.”
“They’re tearing all the studios down in Nashville,” I said. “It’s sad, man.”
“Don’t fret. I got us booked in one still standing. This Spacealicious thing is either
gonna be big as your granny’s bloomers or take a giant dump.”
I told Dailey I was comfortable with one outcome and familiar with the other.
I didn’t argue with a thing he was saying. I was mentally saying goodbye to the
shack while I was still on the phone.
“Pack your shit Huckwad.”
Prone in bed and listening to Dailey, I stared at the decrepit, crudely pierced
window shade. Maybe no bullets were involved. Some understimulated kid with a
sharp pencil could have painstakingly crafted those holes years ago in hope of fooling
an adult dummy like me one day.
Well, it worked, smartass.
Gandy hemmed and hawed and almost considered offering me more money when I
told him it was my last night.
I didn’t want to leave the old man in the lurch so I called my buddy Bunk who was
playing dive bars over on the Redneck Riviera and told him to be here tomorrow if he
wanted steady work and a swampfront shack packed with tchotchkes in the bargain.
I knew he’d slot right in with Sonny and The Kid. Plus, the ladies loved Bunk. He’d
bring in a crowd.
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I’d seen Comer the day after my encounter with Mary Lou and the yoga yeti. I told
him he was right to be concerned about their relationship but that he could probably
still bring his wife back into the fold if he was real nice from now on. I didn’t mention
anything about whatever it was she was doing in the back yard with that Roxy. Comer
wouldn’t be able to wrap his mind around it.
I suggested maybe he buy Mary Lou some new modest clothes.
Sonny and The Kid took it well. Sonny muttered something about the ephemeral
nature of musical collaboration and how we would each always carry a piece of the
others with us throughout our days on this earth.
The Kid and I stared at him for a few seconds, then we all tapped our beers
together and downed them as one.
Mary Lou came that night but perched at far end of the bar with an inscrutable
expression and didn’t dance. We did stand outside after the first set but it was tense. I
smoked and the air was muggy and still about 90. She didn’t mention me walking
away from her but we didn’t have much to say to each other anyway until I told her I
was gone.
“This damp decayed smell here is kind of getting to me. I’m going to head on out to
somewhere a little more civilized in any case.”
I didn’t say anything about the Spacealicious Country recording thing. I’m
superstitious that way. The quickest way to kill something good is to start spreading
it around.
Mary Lou smiled a little crookedly. “So now we’re a little too backwoods for you?”
“It was cool while it lasted. But part of my charm is to know when to quit town.”
We stood and looked out over the water. She was kind, or stunned, enough not to
mention how dickish that sounded.
“Let me ask you something” I said.
Mary Lou had tears welling in her eyes when she looked over at me. It threw me
for a second. I didn’t think she really cared much whether I stuck around or not.
Maybe she thought I was leaving because she turned down the chance to run off to
Florida a few days earlier.
“What do you call this body of water anyway?”
“What?”
She looked like she was expecting a different question.
“What is this you’re surrounded by here? A swamp, a bay?
Mary Lou stared like I was drunk crazy.
“An estuary maybe? It’s not really a river.”
“How the hell should I know Huck? It’s the damn water.”
I smoked and left it alone while Mary Lou wept quietly. I felt bad but there wasn’t
much I could do about it. I went back in for the next set. Mary Lou didn’t come inside.
We had a Friday night ritual. Sometime during the second set, no matter who she
was on the floor with, Mary Lou would dance up close to the stage, smile sweetly, and
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point to herself with one slender finger. The boys knew what the next number would
be. She didn’t seem to mind that it was a bitter song about a duplicitous gold digger.
Maybe because she was notably absent, the guys didn’t miss a beat when I called
for Mary Lou. And they took their cue from my mood. A good band is like a good dog,
they both instinctively know what’s up.
We didn’t do Young Jessie’s innocence lost original, or Ronnie Hawkin’s white-boy
folkie version; more like Bob Seger’s throat searing, pissed-off Detroit cover. But
angrier, brutal, on the edge of losing control.
At least I was.
Sonny didn’t try for anything fancy, just a heavy-duty steady deep beat. The Kid
pounced on his strings with special, totally un-virgin like emphasis. I tromped on my
Big Muff and disgorged the nastiest, dirtiest, mean-spirited guitar I could. At one
point I grinded out a solo and glanced up long enough to see a couple of the more
sober patrons staring at us like they were wondering WTF. Even Scrotus abandoned
his stool by the door to stand at the edge of the dance floor with an expression on his
face like he was watching naked elderly twin sisters in a bloody fistfight, or something
equally disturbing.
I strangled a throaty extended scream out of the guitar to kill the song and strode
off the stage out the back door lighting a smoke as the last tortured note died behind
me.
It was my version of an emotional outburst.
Dailey and the band picked me up late the next afternoon. The guys piled out of the
van, lined up and used my bathroom, then took the beers I handed out after we
introduced ourselves. They lit their smokes after the first three swigs. I could tell
they’d all done their time on the road by how they had their routines down. We were
going to get along fine.
Dailey used the can but otherwise declined and abstained. Then he got on his
phone to talk business.
The prodigy girl stood outside and gazed around kind of dreamily while I packed
my Fessenden, three guitar cases, two amps and my cooler stuffed with clothes into
the trailer. I held on to the zebra-foot thermometer.
When the girl was done taking everything in she noticed me and stared softly. I
could tell it was just her way. Her mind was probably on music seventy percent of the
time and most worldly things didn’t cut as much mustard.
She had the looks to make it in the business in any case.
“Hey, Huck?” she said, like we already knew each other. She was focused on the
zebra foot.
“Yeah, honey?” She was technically my boss, but I had the seniority.
“What’s that thing?”
I told her about buying it from a roadside vendor outside Johannesburg on a long
tour when she was probably about five years old and how I kept it close ever since
because I really liked knowing the temperature at all times.
“What’s it say now?”
“98.”
“This place is hotter than Houston.”
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“It’ll be cooler in Nashville.”
She gazed across the road at the empty body of water. “What’s that called? Is it the
gulf?”
I lit a smoke and gazed out there with her, for the last time.
“Hon, we just call it the damn water.”
“That’s cool,” she said after a moment.
Then everyone joined us, ready to hit the highway. The Spacealicious Country
train, or van, was leaving, and I was getting on for the ride.
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Excerpted from

DYSPHORIA, an Appalachian gothic
by Sheldon Lee Compton
(Cowboy Jamboree Press, 2019)
DYSPHORIA- (def) a state of unease or generalized dissatisfaction with life.
Paul sat on the river bank with his knees pulled up to just below his chin. His dad
squatted beside him, bent over an inflatable raft, inhaling and then exhaling in large
bursts. The raft hardly moved, its thick blue and white wrinkles expanding only
occasionally and then dying again, flat and collapsed.
The raft was hardly a raft at all. It was more like a balloon. Along the river to the left
of Paul and directly in front of his dad larger rafts negotiated the rapids, bought
maybe in Wyoming and shipped here. They zipped past, full of laughing people,
paddling people moving ahead while together he and his dad watched blue and white
wrinkles grow large, disappear.
When the job was complete, Paul stood beside the raft. Roughly six feet in length and
about three feet wide, it would seat two people. There were no paddles, just the raft.
After a minute to see that it didn't deflate, they pushed it to the edge of the water,
scraping rocks and pebbles along the bottom. After the raft hit the water, held back
with his dad's large grip, Paul thought then it would have been better if they had just
picked the raft up. But he didn't say anything and instead eased carefully through the
water and crawled into the raft in front of his dad, who had taken a seat in the back,
one leg draped over the edge, anchoring the fifteen pound vessel with toes dug into
the rocky riverbed.
No words, no conversation, as the two pushed ahead their combined weight and
started across the water. Within seconds, a larger raft swept in from behind them
carrying a man and two small boys, all wearing helmets, all wielding paddles, looking
at Paul and his dad and the blue and white raft. They were laughing hard and they
were laughing at Paul and his dad and the raft. They pushed ahead, and Paul couldn't
see his dad behind him, but he knew what was in his eyes, blue determination.
The trip had been planned quickly after Paul returned from vacation with a set of
cousins rarely heard from in Florida. His dad had sent Paul with his cousins, saying
he couldn't afford a vacation, but if he wanted to go and stay for a couple weeks, it was
fine by him. It had been a wonderful two weeks, and, when Paul returned, he spoke
often of the things they had done. Fishing and strawberry picking and shooting
basketball with the ocean twenty feet away. Two days after he returned, his dad
bought this raft, and now here they were floating down the Big Sandy with the trees
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whipping past and the sky moving slower overhead and his dad tense and determined
behind him.
The entire situation made Paul feel as if he couldn’t gather air into his lugs. But, after
a time, it was easy to forget with the way the river stretched out ahead of them,
starting to turn from the muddy color that collected near the banks to the clear
white-capped sections they were beginning to navigate. Paul didn't mention paddles,
and saw no real reason to. His dad shifted from side to side, guiding the raft just to
the left and right of rocks, hitting just the pocket of stream to keep them far enough
away from the bank and moving ahead.
Further ahead, more rafts passed, canoes, families, friends, laughing. Pointing.
His dad bought the raft for ten dollars at a bait shop on the drive up. He was
uncomfortable then, going into the shop and buying the raft. Paul could see it on his
face. And he seemed uncomfortable now, spearing this way and that way, guiding the
raft through the water. And before long, they were passing one of the custom-made
rafts. No more laughing and pointing. Just stares. Paul didn't even look in their
direction. He was focused on what was ahead, a clearing.
Other families rested in the clearing, backsides in the sand of the riverbank, their
arms wrapped lazily around legs, heads hanging down, beaten by the short interval of
rapids he and his dad had just cleared without paddles in a ten-dollar plastic raft
found hanging above the display of nightcrawlers in a dusty cardboard box at
Denver's Bait and Tackle Shop.
As the two swung into the clearing, Paul pulled at the sides, bringing the raft into a
spot where the water was calm and tossed out, hanging the crook of his elbow onto
the raft while his dad raised slowly and stepped into the water beside him. They
walked onto the bank, pulling the raft behind them, and examined the men and boys
drenched and banged up all along the bank. It was only then, when they were
standing on the bank, Paul's dad stuck out his chest and nearly folded into the sand
and rocks underfoot. He bent low, holding himself up with two large hands across his
shaking kneecaps. Water dripped slowly from the tip of his nose and his hair hung in
thick, black clumps over his eyes. And Paul stood beside him with his hand on his
shoulder and then around his waist and then around him, holding him close enough
to feel his heartbeat against his own chest.
"Let go of me," his dad said.
Paul stepped back slowly. "We made it," he said and tried a smile. He was still holding
to his dad’s elbow.
"Let go of me."
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He let his arm drop and watched his father stalk off up the bank, past the fathers and
sons without looking up. None of the sons and none of the fathers offered to help him
deflate the raft and fold it under his arm. It was nearly dark before he finished, and he
walked very slowly back to the car.

MORE ON SHELDON LEE COMPTON & DYSPHORIA:
"Sheldon Lee Compton is the definition of what Faulkner meant when he described
the closeness between the short story writer and the poet." - David Joy, author of The
Weight of This World
“Sheldon Lee Compton is one of the new young breed of Kentucky writers–talented,
fearless, and strong–bringing us word from the hills." - Chris Offutt, author of My
Father the Pornographer
“A fierce and lyrical writer who, in his depiction of contemporary Appalachian life, is
equal parts uncompromising and compassionate." - K. L. Cook, author of Love Songs
for the Quarantined
“Sheldon Lee Compton is a hillbilly Bukowski, one of the grittiest writers to come
down the pike since Larry Brown.” - Donald Ray Pollock, author of Knockemstiff and
The Devil All the Time
"Compton is an author whose art imitates life. A writer who understands the
importance of portraying beauty and brutality in literature. A novelist who
appreciates the elasticity of the defining line between right and wrong." - Matthew J.
Hall in PANK
"Sheldon spins the hard and raw of his native soil into his characters, creating lives
that are immediately poignant and real." - Kari Nguyen
"Sheldon Lee Compton is like a living, breathing John Cougar Mellencamp song
(minus guitars and hand claps) but with much better stories." - Brian Alan Ellis,
author of Something Good, Something Bad, Something Dirty
"Compton articulates the real hardscrabble world of contemporary Kentucky
Appalachia he so intimately understands, writing with a stark and powerful but
emotionally subtle voice." - Charles Dodd White, author of Sinners of Sanction County
"It's a damn hard world, but Compton still finds beauty and humanity in the
hardness." - David S. Atkinson, author of Apocalypse All Time
"An Appalachian writer of consequence and influence." - April Bradley, editor at
SmokeLong Quarterly
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"We hear his characters in a way that brings them closer, that localizes them within
our head, not just visually but audiovisually—it works to give each man, woman, child
or teenager an incredibly substantive presence." - Michelle Bailat-Jones in Necessary
Fiction
“No sooner had I read ‘His hands were two leather balls folded in his lap,’ the pool
called 'Red Knife,’ and Larry's back with its ‘dinner-plate shoulder blades,’ than I was
hooked on Sheldon Lee Compton’s Dysphoria: An Appalachian Gothic. The rhythms of
its speech, word choices, depicted events, and sensory observations are a trip back
home. The description of an old bedroom as having the ‘scent of deep body odor’
captures a memory of Appalachian lifestyle I know in my bones. Combined with the
most believable characters and a harrowing plot, this is evocation of the heart’s
experience of Appalachia at its best.” - Ron Houchin, author of The Man Who Saws Us
in Half
“Dysphoria is ugly and gothic and morally questionable the way the best gothic
writing should be, but then there’s this innocence, these moments of tenderness and
beauty, this intent to do good almost as much as bad. I think that’s what makes me
squirm the most. That these are real people, not headlines or punchlines. Often they
are boys and men who can’t fully escape being boys, but they’ve got real good and real
bad in their heart, often doing the wrong thing in the name the right thing and vice
versa. Time doesn’t heal all wounds, it mostly makes them fester and boil over, the
scab never fully crusting over. Time and Sheldon Lee Compton don’t let anyone off
easy, and that’s just it, what makes Dysphoria timeless and never more relevant. It’s
that deadly mix of Old Testament Vengeance, Original Sin, and Murphy’s Law lurking
around the corner of every action and reaction that makes you turn each page with
one eye open and the other half-shut with a wince. And yet, with every page there’s
Compton, ever the wide-eyed witness to all of it, and not just them. Us too.” -Benjamin
Drevlow, author of Bend with the Knees
“When a reader steps into the pages of a Compton story, the reader must maneuver
through sharp edges, and wade in the mud of Sheldon's honest and poetic world in
order to reach the reality of Sheldon's people, his characters. He's digging deep into
the realness of his skin, a place most authors are scared to go to. Dysphoria: An
Appalachian Gothic is Sheldon's masterpiece thus far. This book is like putting a
revolver in to your mouth and pulling the trigger. Each bullet plugging the brain with
honesty, pain, grit, fear, and truth.” --Frank Reardon, author of Interstate Chokehold
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